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TEN CENTS PER WEEK
CORTELYOU MAKES
RECOMMENDATION
IN ANNUAL REPORT
Favors Automatic Elastic Cur-
rency to Meet Contingencies
Like That of Recent Stock
Market Flurry and Leaves
it to Congress.
THE 00UNTRY IS PItOSPEROUS
Washington, Dec. 6.—The apinual
report of Secretary of the Treasury
Cortelyou wee submitted to the
speaker of the house of representa-
tives, from which the 1ollowing ex-
cerpts are made:
The monetary operations of the
government have been conducted
through the treasurer of the United
States, nine subtrearrury officers, the
American Colonial Bank of Porto
Rico, the Banco de la Habana. the
National Bank of Cuba, rnd 1,269
national bank depositories.
The amount of putalic moneys held
by the bank depositories on June 30,
1907, including funds to the credit of
the treasurer's general account and
United States dietursing officers, was
$178,74f,438.52, an increase three
June 30, 1906, of $88,397,514.86.
On June 11,0, 1907,,  there were 397
regular -and -64a, temporary deposit-
aries; 341 were designated during
the fiscal year and lie discontinued.
On November 1. 1907. the number of
depositaries was 1,300 and the
amount of public moneys held by
them. was $220,270%82'5.13.
The total outstanding circulation
secured by bonds and by lawful !nen.-
ey deposited for the reduction of cir-
culation or on account of liquidating
awl insolvent banks, amounting to
$604,056,321, is an increase of $349,
653,591 since March 14, 1900
On Auguet 22, the date of latest
;'etarar et national banks to the
cometroller of the currency, there
were in existence 6,644 associations
with aggregate capital of $896,461.-
314, the surplue and undivided
proflta amounting to V48.303.0,02
and $186,5_4,151, respectively. In-
dividual deposits are shown to
amount to $4,319,015,02. against
which, gild other reserve redemption
fund and with reserve banks. On
November 11 there- were on deposit
'tenet tonal bank -depositaries.
To the credit of the
treasurer of the
United States ...$212,988,811.64
To the credit of ills-
bursting officers .. 13,877,426.44)
•
Two Dollars Increase in Price of
Tobacco Fixed by Guthrie Graders--
Acreage Will Be Greater Next Year.
Au increase of about two dollies
par hundred over the prices of hurt
year was made by the executive com-
mittee of the Dark Tobacco Planters'
Protective association in session at
Guthrie Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of this week.
The committee, which is composed
of theichairmen of the various county
committees, deemed it beet not to
give out the prices fixed for the dif-
ferent grades for. some time yet, but.
Hon. J. B. Swan, chairman of the
Calloway county committee, who see;
In the city this morning, en route to
his home near Murray, gave a re.
porter for The Sun the following
minimum and maximum prices, fixed
by the committee:
For lugs, $7 to $11; leaf, $10 to
$25.
"The money situation has abso-
lutele nothing to 'do with the corn-
mktee in fixing the prices'," said Mr.
Swan. "Everybody knows that there
Is no panic and it is believed that
Felix Ewing will experience no trou-
ble In securing the aid of capitalists
in financing the district when he
makes his annual visit to New York
next week. He was successful in se-
curing money, when the aseocia,tion
was in its infancy, not only boycotted
by the -buyers, but when it did not
have one-fourth of the pledges that it
Total ...... $2-26.836.237.04
This sum was dhertbuted among
national banks in every state and
territtory of the Union.
These deposits and other treasury
operations, in connection with the as-
sociated efforts of prominent finan-
ciers and othet blueness men, who
aided first by giving Important relief
to certain embarrased Institutions
and afterwards by providing for the
imports of gold, of which up to No-
vember 15 there 'had been engaged
more than $6.0.,no10-w, operated to
prevent a dangerous panic. The see
rotary of the treasury has made such
adjustment of deposits between the
various cities 'and sections as was
possible in such a time of financial
stress, and through the co-operation
of egstern bankers has secured the
transfer, through the usual conaMer-
dal channels, of large sums of money
to the south. the west, the northwest
and title Pacific coast. There was
hewever, great financial distress in
many Sections of the countieeand at
remarkable scarcity of currency. The
clearing houses in nearly all the
prominent cities of the United
States felt obliged to adopt .streh
measures of relief as they found avail
(Continued on Page Foals)
NO HOPE OF RECOVERY
Pneumonia has comPtirated the
injuries; sustained- by Mr. Isaac John-
son, the mtll man, of Sharp. who was
elmeet crushed by a tree falling Cl.
him several days ego, and there
seems to be no hope of his recovery.
Dr. B. B. Griffith spent the night with
ham last Miele
Calloway Oeunty Acreage.
Muertie, Ky.. Dec. 13.—Chairman
Swami took all assooiation pledges to
Guthrie with him this week envi
tuened them over to headquarters.
Before he left the amolinit of this
county's erop pledged,to the associa-
tion weer found to be 7,923 tierce,.
KetimaretTig the crop at 1.000 potind,e
• .teelina-iiitiral:&irAllairAtit
7.923,11.00 pounds. Reduce the aver-
age weight of the,erop to 90,0 pounds
to the 8Crei, which ie a conservative
estimate, and the, pledged, crop
amounts to 7,130,700 pound.
hold tbeir'tislascco without advances,
those who needed mbney have al-
ready secured advancements from
waehousemen, who want, to handle
their tobacco. The prices fixed are
not unreasonable. Of course there
will not be more than a few hogs-
heads that will grade up to $25, the
average being $11 to $12.50 per hun-
dred. While there is a shortage in
the crop, the quality 18 much better
and will grade much higher than last
yeaat' scrop, which sold for high
prices." 
Mr. Swan said that the farmers of
his coutey are .already preparing for
a new crop, plant beds are being
burned and seed sown,
"Those' who think the farmers are
unreasonable in their demands for
high p4es for tobacco don't know
anything about it." said Mr Swan.
"We have the crop on hand twelve
Molitlis in a sear, and it's bard work
raising it, too, to say nothing of the
risk of loss by worms, trete and fire.
"Nothing was said about reduction
of acreage at the Guthrie meeting,
It is a well known fact that the terri-
tory In which the dark tobecco can
be grown. Is small and there Is abso-
lutely no danger of over production,
even If every acre of land in the
'Black Patch' wee planted in tobacco.
It is the only tobacco that will stand
to be shipped across the ocean in its
farnaera ara_atrie_ 104Patural _Vete."
FORFEIT BOND
FOR APPEARANCE
IN ROBBERY CASE
Bernard Thom, the eating man of
Cerulean, wiko was indicted for rob-
bing J. F. Addison, a Nicholas coun-
ty farmer, at the Western Turf ho-
tel several weeks ago. felled to an-
swer.-when the rase was celled In the
Circuit court this morning, and his
bail bond of $3.tie was ordered for-
feited. Thom's father, who is a well
to do teacher of Trigg county. and
Manager Pool, of the Cerulean hotel,
were the sureties on the bond. It is
understood that the Thom boy has
left the country.
George Armstrong, who was ac-
cused of swearing falsely at the trial
of Mamie Cato, charged with cut-
ting "Aunt Phoebe." was given two
years in the penitentiary.
C. J. Atwood, a witness, was fined
$2 for contempt of court by failing
to answer when called.
0. C. CLOYS NAMED
Capt. Edwin Farley, state treas-
urer-elect, today announced that 0.
C. Cheese Of Mayfield, a law student
in the office of J. C. Speight. will be
second a ssi sta ret state t rests ti ser. This
completes Captain Farley'e office
force. He named H. E. Jones, of
Leitethfield, first assistant, several
days ago.
EXPENSIVE FUN
A. W. Pruett, Jess Mjallace and
Hugh Denton, all farmers, were fined
$10 and poets in police court by Judge
Cross this morraing for 'misting a dis-
turbance at the Commercial hotel, et
Third and Jefferson streets, last eight
The men became abusive toward May
Trice, the proprietor, who, refused to
serve them meals on account of the
fact that tiley were boisterous. The
farmers delivered tobacco here yes-
terday.
THB WEATHER.
HOSES ADJOURN
AND COMMITTEES
NOT YET NAMED
Washington, Dec. 6.—There to ex-
cellent authority tor stating that it Is
not likely that Speaker Cannon will
announce any more Important com-
mittee! until the latter pert of next
week. There are more than 100 new
representatives...An the precept con-
greets and the spealihle nude it neces-
sary to get 4qt:tainted with a good
many of them. It is possible that the
committees on melee and mileage and
two or three others well be appointed
next week early.
Senator Frye. of Maine, was elected
president pro tern of the senate, Sen-
ator Daniel, of Virgina. being given
a complimentary vote for that honor
by his Democratic colleagues.
The resolution of Clay and Cutter-
son calling OD the secretaFy of the
treasury for information concerning
the recent bond issue was allowed to
go over until next Monday when they
will probably be a basis of some de-
bate. /
The house was in session ooly ten
Minutes and transacted no business
beyond agreeing to make response to
the greetings of the new state of
Oklahoma. Both houses adjourned
until Monday.
•
RINSTON STARTS
NINE COMPANIES
TO GOLDFIELD, NEV.
Washington, D' C., Dec. 6.—
Funston is reported to be sending
nine cOmpanies to Goldfield. where
rafters are striking. On account of
the depleted condition the companies
won't have over 250 men altogether.
Four of the companies compose a
machine gun platoon.
San Francisco, Dee. 6.--runston's
first detachment Is now en route to
Goldfields. So far all is quiet. It is
likely Funston will hitnself go to
Goldfields but the immediate com-
mand of the troops will be given to
a suborder/tie.
Normal at Kansas City,
Kansas City, Dec. 6.—The finan-
cial condition today is normal. There
are no runs on- any banks, few with-
drawals being made.
LOWERS EASTWARA RECORD
Queenstown, Dee, 6.—The Cunard
line steamship Mauretania arrived
ofinDantates Roek at 5:49„o'cloek lost
SET FIRE TO JAIL
IN HIS EFFORT TO
SECURE LIBERTY
Henry Clay Love, Tramp Ar-
rested foi. Converting North
Twelfth St. Baptist Church
Into Lodging is Insane
About Fire.
1.1.7iTACY INQUEST FOR HIM
"Just burning my way out of
jail," was the complaisant reply of
Henry Clay Love to City Jailer
Evitts' question, as to what he
meant by setting fire to the mattress
ig the cell which he was occupying
this morning.
:Love was arrested last night by
the Rev. J. R.,Olark, pastor of the
North Twelfth Street Baptist church,
eho found him quietly enjoying the
fire, which he had built In the stove
of the church. Love was fined $2*-0
In police court this morning and was
sent down stairs to the city lockup.
Just a few rainutes before 1
o'clock this afternoon Jailer Evitts,
Chief Collins and Captain Harlan,
who were In the cblef's office up-
stairs, were startled by a cry of fire
coming from the.lockup below, and
after telephoning centre] fire sta-
tion, they rushed Idto the lockup and
.11ael..pikd_ehree new  mat
tress in the middle of the cell and
set them on fire. He was standing
with his face between the bars of
the outside window.
Jailer Evitts was forced to wrap
blankets around his face and body
before be could enter the cell to
bring out the prisoner, who seemed
little concerned about the situation
though his face was almost bliettired
by the heat, and his eyebrows and
hair were singed.. The smoke, whites
filled the jail, almost suffocated the
prisoners. The firemen under Chief
Woods- used the ehemical OD the
burning bedding and soon had it curs-
der control.
Love was turned over te Constable
Shelton to be taken before Judge
Lightfoot on a charge of lunacy, as
It is evident from his actions that he
is crazy.
He claims to be a detective and
told Judge Cross In police court this
morning that he was here on an im-
portant case and somebody had bet-
ter watch out 'or he would be oieat
up through his work.
When Jailer Evitts asked Love
what he meant by setting fire to his
cell he said, "I am a detective and
can burn my way out of jail when I
get in. I can get out cf any jail
that way."
The damage by the fire will be
about $14), the value of the mattress-
es, which were ruined. The jailer
had purchased the mattresses only
yesterday and they had never been
used.
Mr. Evitts was slightly hurried
about the face and his hair singed,
while rescuing Love.
NOT GUILTY VERDICT
Clarkevalle, Tenn., Dec. 6.—(Spe.
cial.)—The jury in the case of Dr. T.
M. Hoskins. George Sanders and
Jame Cross, charged with the scrap-
ing of plant beds, returned a verdict
of not guilty .
LOUISVILLE OUT OF IT
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 6. (Special)
—The court of appeals this morning
decided that the fiscal court of Jef-
ferson county had no rignt to appro-
priate t1e,000, to help seeure the
Democratic convention. It practical-
ly kills Lonisville's chance's.
POWERS CASE
Georgetown, Ky., Dec. 6.— ( Sipe-
eial.)—Judge Hazeleigg testified for
the proeecution in the Powers case
this moreing. He thought he saw
Jiin Howard (some out of the execu-
tive building shortly after the shot
was fired. Several witneeses testified
to hearing Attorney Sparks. of lion-
doe, now dead, -say he knew Goebel
would be killed. Little new was
brought out this morning.
'BIG DAMAGE SUIT
for the eastward trip and, clipPingiteetifying in the 325,0011 damage suit
. , ltrietty-talY IlliffeCreit bff the reersizd, ..breeight against the light and water
IP;14.--r tonight with :-vist- r`rner hi eiiier iffiti/W tfflrrtf. ewer star, itre-leraffillitittreqespoaltaiegefre, ztips; :: , ,
portion. Saturday Increasing Chesil'. The Mauretania's. time 'for th ,-;' trip'eompam, charged With being reepoe.
flees and probably rain. Highest tern- front Sandy Book lightship to Dannt'e leible. for the death of S. K. Webh's
pertature yesterday 40, lovrest today ; Hoek was ' four days, eveenty-twelieno, who reeelved a fatal shock from
J 
fa live wire while playing In the street.de/ ' vtionrs sad twetrty-eight minutes.
Mayfield. Ky., Dee.. 61—(Special.)
—Several Paducah experts, Including
John g. Wrecker, manager -of the
 vlimil# evening, establishing a new reeore enaction company, are in Mayfield
C LOUDY
MOST INOPPORTUNE MOMENT JAILERS OF STATE
IS CHOSEN FOR SUGGESTING ARE IN FAVOR OF
JOINT SESSION OF COUNCIL ELECTROCUTION
MINE EXPLOSION
IS FOLLOWED BY
TERRIBLE FIRES
Fairmont, W. Va.., Dec. 6.—An ex-
plosion occurred in the mine of the
Fairmont Ooal company at Monon-
gah, six miles from here today, at
11:30. It was said 700 men were
working when the explosion occurred
and that many miners were killed.
The explosion was heard for miles.
At 1 o'clock officials 'revised their
figures to 300 at week. They do not
believe any have escaped death or
serious injury. E1gIst bodies are re-
covered, but, the mine is now on fire
and smoke is driving rescuers out.
The cause of the atisklent is un-
known. Manager Malone said it was
the worst accident in mining history.
The bodies taken out were badly,
mutilated and burned so that they
are undecognizable.
THE JAP SITUATION
restriettve ali—Td emigra-
Mayor- Yeiser Decides He Will
Wait Until All Members Can
Attend.
No joint session of the general
council for the purpose of electing
officers for officials- for different de-
partments was called or intended to
be called by Mayor Yeiser for to-
night. The reason is that Alderman
W. T. Miller and, Councilman Lon
Crandell are out of the city.
It was suggest«1 to the mayor last
night that the aldermen wishes! .. a
joint seseion this week, but, InYeeti-
gation set on foot by a reporter for
The Sun today failed to discover any
concerted: request from the aldermen
forethleh a meeting.
1 1 ant going to do thi• square
thing in this matter," said Mioor
leiser, when it was suggested to him
this morning that :one. members are
out of the city. "I had no intention
of calling a leesien tonight. All in
due time tile Oust lug shall be held.
but it will be hen all the members
can attest!. am not inclined to
take advantage of anybody."
- The mayor was beirieged this
morning by callers. who eouldn't on-
derstani the situation. Neither par-
Tokio. Dec. 6. The Docht stated ty, it teems, has .-au'-us.-d, and both
today that the government had- tildes N% ere' II in tin' air, aid wonder-
recalled Aoki ter pledging Japan to log if the mayor eas 5Th i
tion to the Vetted States. But this
st
.
atement is discounted on account
of the Hochi's well known connec-
tion with the emigration companies.
New York, Dec. 6.—Baron Take-
hire was minister In Washington, to of it. Indications are that most of
which post he was appointed in the old officials will go back. The190e
oft
to
at the time Aoki was 'minister of
foreign affairs. He was born In
1854, and has been connected with
ehe foreign office since 1876, when
he was translator. From 1879 until
1884 he was secretary of legation at
Waehiagten. la 111411 he was coasul
general at New York.
Tawahlra played an Important
part in the negotiations at Ports-
Mouth. He himself served as one of
the Japanese plenipotentiaries at
the conference, and did much to
bring the peace negotiations to a
successful Issue
CLARA BLOODGOOD,
ACTRESS, COMMITS
SUICIDE--NO CAUSE
Baltimore, Dec. 6.—William Leine-
bee husband of Clara Bloodgood, the
actress, who committed Suicide, ar-
rived today to take the body td New
syork. The note left for him was
personal and had no bearing en the
suicide, according to Laimber.
No inquest will be held over the
Bloodgood body, as the coroner said
it was suicide.
Clara Bloodgood committed sui-
cide the Hotel Safford, by firing a
bullet into her brain. It is said that
Miss Bloodgood had, $15,009 in the
Knickerbocker Trust company' in
New York. She was starring in
"eruth."
New York, Dee. 6.—Worry over
the prospect of having to close her
starring tour prompted Clara Blood-
good to take her life. Bhe herself
h-ad furnished eight per cent of the
money to baek the show. It looked
as if she would lose her money.
Former Husband Shows Up.
Sniff h v I Fe Tee., Dee, 6.-1-1. W.
Swenson, shot and killed his former
wife attd her present husband, John
'Furst, and then killed himself here.
All died In the street.
A NEW POLICY
• Georgetown, Ky., Dec. 0. (Special)
--Attorney General Breathitt, it is
said here, upon assuming his duties
will bring all Indicted in the Goebel
murder to immediate trial. A num-
ber of those serving as witnesses
have been indlited, but no proceed-
ings were ever taken against them
and the have never been ,in jail
nor given bond. The matter will be
taken out of the hands of the com-
monwealth's Officials, because of its
course In prosecuting some and let-
ting others go: The new aihninte-
tration intends to make a clean
sweep.
Marker
witneas.a scrap in the chamber.
Their minds were relieved when they
learned the pct.
It appears that somebody Is pre-
venting ceuctmes by trying to fix up
a slate; Ott so far nothing has come
era to tie elected are license in-
sp •tor, market master, wirer in-
s tor, city weigher and city phy-
la Lan.
UNGRATEFUL TRAMP
Kind hearted women on Broadway
are regretting sympathy wasted on
a tramp, who visited the west end
this morning. He apeeared at the
home of Mrs. W. C. Kidd first, 1500
Broadway. and when he left two
pounds of mince meat and a pound
of butter left with him. Next Mrs..
Frank Coburn _hill dinner set for
him_ in the _kitchen., _and. when the
servant left the room, the fellow
decamped with two and a half doaen
eggs,
TO SATISFY JUDGMENT
The Globe Bank and Trust cern-
pany today filed a petition in ceciet
court, asking the court to ord- r that
property transferred by J. W. It'e- ti the no-,-) rig of the board of al-
glesberger to Mamie Rleglesiverge-. dsrnisu last night the directors of
be made subject to execution to eat- the Home of ths Isrictellette sere Cu-
!fey a judgment in favor of the bank thee ,ed borrots 81‘!.) to meet ex-
against the Rigglesberger MI:1 room. tr,e0t-diriaty xitt'list'-'•
pally for 310,317.17. It Is claimed
that the property was made eve tI
Mrs. Riggleeberger in order to pri v. or
the collection of the Giotto Bat k and
Trust company's claim. The (siert la
State Senator Wheeler Camp-
bell Does Not Agree With
Plan Because Theory of
Criminal Law Would Not Be
Sustained.
:MORAL EFFECT ON COMMUNITY
County Jailer James F. Eaker has
received a letter front the State Jail-
ers' asseciatiou asking his coopera-
tion in securing the passage at the
next session of the legislature of a
bile abolishing hanging as a capital
panishiat-st. and substituting elee-
troeution in the penitentiary. Jailer
Eaker is heart ly in raver of the
etiaege in eiethed, whieh is kes brut-
al than the old method of hanging,
so many cases being reported of the
failure to cause instant death by the
old death drop from the gallows. It
expectol that the mete associat
ef sheriffs and county atorneys
join in erequease for the new law
Senator Campbell tippeeles.
State Senator.J. Wheeler camphen
although deelar:ng be would not wish
to commit himself on the subject, is
rather inclined to oppose th... pro
Lion is fixed at Frankfort, end thinks'
the expense of equipping each -
jail with an electric chair a[
()toying an eieehecian would be ig • r
It) iteldoetion for use in the coun-
ties.
His reason for opposing the meth-
od proposed is heed On the accepted
interpretation of the intent of the
criminhtl law—to' discourage crime.
"I hate paid no more than comma)
attention to the idea." said Senator
Campbell, "but as a general prince.
els. I am reposed to it for the rea-
son, that capital puniehnient —in fact,
ail penalties-- wader our 00<i!J is
sreautai I to be ileagned ,nore to ills-
cosrage thae as pun
ishinent to the otTerid .7. The theory
of execution of meetly- crimes is
that the execution will be an object
lessen is best and most forcibly pro-
semi. din the community in which the
erime sai committed. If a man,
guilty of murder, Is carte, d away off
ever there to Frar-kfort and executed
91.e etit-..Le14 blunted, and the value
Of the 1.7.46n1'oit. on the community
interestsd
"if eich county could..ie equipped
with an eeetrle chair I might on in-
seatigation favor that method, but
7h..- co's , I presume, would be pro-
hibitive.",
HoMF: OF I'li!i'8DLE$S IS
AUTHORIZED TO 1101111,0W.
Wing') V g ill
N.:es e a., had le ra toda
ties Nectie Thessilh els
eeets of pa ra't • 9).•• tt ,•!/•••
rtkso petitioned to compel the defsnl- els Jelin hi ss
ants to file a list of notes mil ac-
counts due theme
MAYOR'S APPOINTMENTS
As tipped , in The Sun, Mrs. L.
M. RIefte and Mrs. A. It.
were appointed pulele library tee-
tees by Mayor D. A. Yeiser foes tern,
of four years, commencing Decemle r
10. Mr. k. J. Paxton was reappeint-
ed to the board of paek
ere for five :years. • The names of
Jelate Gilbert and Hicitard Stitherlane,
Mance and fire commissioners, were
presented to the hoard of aldermen
and ratified last night. Crimmt Set eller
Gilbeet's term expires in July. and
Commissioner Sutherland's thee
years from July, 1908. They were
appointed a long time ago, Ilarre M_cAuelhan.la hoilermaker at
l:n(04 Central shop.. was th-
ere.] tl;;,.. morning by a hi ',IV)* piece
ef iree end striking lens
',he right ankle. No bones is
broken, hut a bad -braise and cut were
rondo just above -the ankle, e •
esirried to the Illinois Central
for treatment,
tsar., are cue:I-I:tined fer lee re-
aovery,
laizity NAND IS Vn
BEDSIDE OF.THER
Mrs. Fred Me eane ell rot ern to-.
!debt Nfrocn Btelferd Ind.. where st
has been -attending 'Sy 1s.:1-ide of her
grandmother. Mrs. Is, T. Csasea, Mrs.
Hand will le men there. Mrs.
Cu mm, who is I. year., old. euffer-
ne
I), ell to reeevtr.
_
11011.E1INTITiTT: INJURED
AT I. C. ItA11.1l0.1.1) SHOPS.
CHICAGO CLAIMS
NEXT REPUBLICAN
NAT'L CONVENTION PEOPLE IlKYOND SEWER
DON'T WANT ASSESSMEN1.
Washington, Dec. r —Chicago
boomers today claim a victory over
Kansas City as the place of.holding
the Republican convention,. 'If Chi-
cago wins, anti-Taft people will
int.- a Victory. , ryliebuigo WOW
pledged all the money - netteeeary.
ttlev er,
strong fifth!,
Harry g. New' was eleeted (their-
man of the Republican national com-
mittee.
St. boale, Dee. --Wheat 99% :
corn, 634; oats, 554,
Property owners residing, on Broad
way laetween Twenty-third and Twen-
ty-fifth streets, who were assessed for
fewer diet tint No. 2', which ends at
Twe trty- t h led street. complained tin d
their complaint a-as referred to the
Street end ..teir -r, emputittee by the
heard cif Aldermen last night. • The
euttera
orrtsri and It was , ;tired they have
advantage of the 'ti water sewer-
late tunnies.
C
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mr STORZ
PEOPLD
LINEN PIECES for
XMAS GIFTS.
Battenburg Embroidered
Linen
And hand drawn work, table covers,
dresser scarfs, mantle covers, small tray
covers, lunch cloths and small pieces.
We are showing a ,dery extravagant line of
hand embroidered. all pare linen pieces, and ask
you to examine them and see if they are not the
greatest bargains in embroidered linen work yo-u
have ever looked at.
Scalloped H-S.
Linen Pieees.
Made of pure linen and
splendid values for the
money.
ROUND PIECES
25c, 3.5c, 50c and The.
SCARFS
25e, 35c, 50c and The.
TABLE COVERS
50c and 75e.
Hand Embroidered
Linen Pieces.
All pure linen with colored or
white embroidery. This line is
the most reasonable linen value we
have ever shown. Table covers
and scarfs $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 and
$2 , 50
Ls,
• Battenburg Pieces.
An immense assortment of this
style of goods made by hand linen
ceators and cheaper than the ma-
terial would cost you Table
covers, short And long scarfs a 50c,
75c, $1 00 and $1.50.
Hand Drawn Work.
An extra large s'oek of hand
draws linen pieces bought for the
holiday trade enables tui to offer
you this class of linens cheaper
thtn jobbers are selling it today.
Small pieces 10e to 69c; scarf. 39c
to $1.25, covers $1.00 to 14.50 and
many other good values.
Cluny Lace St-ts.
These Linens are on display in
the fancy goods department.
Visit Toyland With the Little Ones
Shop early in the morning and early in theNote.. month, avoid the rush and have a good
selection.
—THE DAYLIGHT STORE—
trge-eAteAtipat•air- trAo•teArotrApale-lb•ApArApArA
WILL GROW ITS OWN TIKS-
Atchison. Topeka. & Santa Fe' ties
Purebased 10,000 Acres.
Chicago, Dec. G.—The Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe railway proposes
to grow its own railway ties. To that
end a ranch of 10,000 acres has been
Purchased In San Diego county. Cal.,
and 7.000 acres will be planted In
eucalyptus trees. The remaining 3,-
000 acres will be used as an experi-
ment station and serve as an object
ksson to the farmers of that stein-
t .
This step has been taken becaesi
of the increasing fear that before
many years the natural timber of the
bottled statee wil be exhausted. It
has been demonstrated Stet wood of
the eucalyptus tree will outlast any
other when used for piles, ties and
bridge work.
While the planting of the trees
has been started, it will be frem
dfteen to e,ghteen years before any
of them will be large enough to cut.
At that age out tree can be cut into
two ties, and the increase from then
on is more rapid.
With its present mileage the San-
ta Pe uses 3,0100,00.0 new ties yearly,
whicb, during the fiscal year ending
June Ste last, cost $2,393,9741. It IS
estimated, however, that at the time
set for maturity the eucalyptus ranch
will produce yearly 7,000,000 ties.
giving a surplus over present needs
of 4,04e 000 a year.
WHAT'S
Worth doing Is worth doing well' If
)0u wish to b. ,urea of Rheumatism.
1;se Ballard's Snow Liniment and you
will be 'well eured.' A positive cure
for Sprains. Neuralgia. Bruises. Con-
tracted Muscles and all the Ills that
flesh is heir to. A. G. M. Williams.
Navaluata. Togas writes: -I have used
Snow Liniment for sprained ankle and
R wave the hest of !Malefaction. I al-
ways keep it In the house." Sold by
.1. II oehlekhlaeger, Lang Bros. and C.
O. Ripley.
Disappointed With Kings.
Pittsburg.. Pa., Dec. 6. —Sergeant
Harry H. Gillespie. of Company F.
Eighteenth regiment, N. G. P did
not sueceeed himself, but
be thinks he showed that. the state's
ammenetion is no good.
"I have loot faith in bullets," he
said. "I used to think them sure
death. Last night I did the best I
could at drill. because I wanted my
officers to make a good report of me,
and, I believed it would be my last
But here I am. Did the bullet kit:
me? No. It just spun me aron.na
general times, stood toe upstraight.
and I did not even lose conscious
nees. I am disappointed lib the
Krage.."
Nerving Mothers and Malaria.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TON143 drives oute ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children. 50c.
The man who believes in his works
has already half way made a euccess
of it. Enthusiasm is the main Ingre-
dient in what men call success, any-
way. %coma without It is
- -Terrell Transcript
AN
ELECTRIC
IRON
Soon pays for itself in the comfort and
pleasure derived _from it.
TRY IT AND SEE
The Paduciah Light & Power Co.
HARRIMAN SEES
SIGNS OF LIFE
Prosperity Has Not Been Kill-
ed B)' Stringency
ii.OnS Will Be Better Than Be
fore the Flurry I', °INV
BANEtil ACTED MOST WISELY.
Chicago, Dec, 6.--In a special to
the Tribune Edward H. Harriman,
head of one of the grAatest railroad
systems in tht0 United States, :says he
is of the opinion that the country is
already beginning to reeoer from the
severe shock received In the recent
panic.
He sees signs all over the land of
a renewal of that public confidence
without which there can be no pros-
perity. Mills which shut down when
the first shock came are beginning to
reopen, and Mr. Harriman believes
that It will not be lung before the
business of the country again will
be in a normal condition
What. Mr. Harriman sees as the
best evidence of a return to healthful
conditions is the fact that the re-
covery which has set RI is not goalie
on so quickly that there IS viewer
of having to open the wound again.
On the otter hand, while it is
steady. Itels.ndt so slow as to check
the confidence of the financiers of
the coentry in making further invest-
ments for sober industrial and com-
mercial development.' e
No Stop Now in Progress.
When seen today he said.
"We are in the rebound front the
depression, and we are in it to stay
There will be no failing back--each
step that we are takjug it firm. Un-
derneath the whole siltation there
la an Industrie: stability- There
too mutt work to' be done and too
great capacity for doing it to allow
a long drawn out depression."
"Do you think public confidence
is being restored?"
"la nertainly do. There are indica-
tions of it everywhere, This country
is too big and its people as a whole
too sensible, to allow the acts of a
few men to shake their faith in the
integrity of our great financiers and
business men as a whole. 'Nature())
there was a little scare at first, but
when the people aaa thai there were
rottenepots onty here and there
they quickl yreeovered from their
fright."
Banks, Not re...pie, Hoarders.
"sit how about this tsik of hoard-
ing money?"
"Money has been hoarded. That is
true, but I am sure that you will
find that a good deal of the hoard-
ing has been done by ths banks all
over the countsf ratter pan by in-
dividuals, and the titmice were justi-
fied for taking such &mutate, as they
wanted to be in p position to protect
the people against themselves if they
lost their heads entirely.
"But they did not lose ;heir heeds,
which only goes to show that it IP
always safe to bet on the good com-
mon sense of the American neaPle."
"So you really think the dawn of
a new era of prosperity is here?"
s"There is no doubt of it," said Mr.
Harriman. arid he spoke earnestly.
"The great stability of our Industrie
fabric Is our commercial aseet. On
it we are extending our ei.dit, as we
must to carry on the great baldness
of the country.
Caution Part of Wiedrom.
-The overstrain on 'cash is being
relieved and credit is once more ties
ing allowed to perform its normal
work. That is why I know we are
on the rebound to a healthy and
sound prosperity.
-Of course, you must not expect
all at once to see every line of com-
mercial business as active As it has
been (hiring the kat two years. &ad
perhaps it is better for the country
that it should not too be. We have a
presidential campaign in front of is
end It is only natural we should fee'
our way calittouely for some tin'•
When I say cautiously I do not. mea:
hesitatingly, but conservativery."
No better evidence that Mr. Harri-
man believe, business is on the mend
ran be found than in the fact that he
has autst ordered back to work 6.000
men of his railroads.
At tbe beginning of the panic,
when even the wisest men could not
foresee how far It would go, Mr. Har-
riman began tit retreneth.
He temporarily halted the greir
work of improvement which is heir).
carried on on the Untots Pacific an
Southern, Pacific lines and ordered
the discbarge of 8.0.00 lahorers. Now
the greater part of these alreads are
back and the original plans are be-
ing rapidly carried out,
Resumes work for Road's -Sake.
"I put the men back in the interest
of the Union Pacific and the Southern
Pacific," said Mr. Harriman.
"When I took them off the situa-
tior looked darker than it really
was. But when I RAVI the steady ins
provement and the hopeful signs I
felt warrenled in putting most of the
discharged men- hack and taking up
again the work that had been begun
I could not have done otherwise were
t-r-o conserve the interestsof, the
alockbpniere 
'There is. only one prosier vrar to
run a rallrpad or any other kind of
'Itsinesi You niu:it bar': 036°°s'y. _________ _______________ maw
That Is the keynote of all nuccest.
In a railroad there can be no effi-
ciency tailless the railroad is kept
up to the highest state of perfection
"If the roadbed is allowed to de-
teriorate. if the rolling stock is per-
mitted to run down the business of
a rallread Must suffer, and when the
business of a railroad suffers so do
the stockholders suffer. ,
"They ruay not at first, 11.)ut in the
;wig run It will take $5; to repair
tile damage that $1 wrld have rem-
edied if spent at the right moment,"
1 )(904900111•1900.04BOVO
• ERIE' HAS 'ITS JOKE. e.
o
•efates•see•aeaseia
New York, Dec. 6.—Etc rallread
Commuters, whose airy quibs, hippy
auirks.nituble jest*, sad dapper wit,
ticisme anent the slowness of the Llrie
trains and the old fogyism of the
Erie directors have added to the gay-
ety of the manilla for months past,
learned today that the Erie Zorfeno-
lion possesses a settee of humor eV
its own.
In il he months that its trslu
service has been made the butt of
many jokes, the patient, amiable Erie
never talked back. It allowed. coun-
try editors, vapdeville button ,bus-
ters, village cutups, and smoking car
entertainer* to go as far is they Ilk
ed. Not until today did the Erie give
any sign of these continents being re-
eelved ettber in good or had tetniper.
Today the road issued its December
time table, a document unique of 4th
kind. In the time table Ofider the
heading "What others think of us."
there appears without comment two
pages of.the jests that have been
born at its own expense and on the
following page a blank space with the
simple heading, "Memoranda."
Here are some saM-Ples:
During the floods a few years ago
Many bad washouts occursed on Use
Erie, and its trains weressitn at a low
rate of speed. When ths conductor
was punching his tickej. a passenger
remarked:
"Does this railroad company allow_
passengers to give it advice—if they,
di) so in a respectful manner?"
• The conductor, replied, in grue
tones, that he gleamed so.
"Well, then. it hes occurred ?o me
it would be well to detach the cow-
catcher from the front of the engine
and hint it on the rear ef the train
for, you see, we are not liable to over-
take any cows, and what's to prevent
a cow from strolling into this car and
biting the passengers?"
"It is said the Erie railroad stopped
ths transportation or corpses between
New York and Buffalo. Reason--
Fear that they, might not be able to
get them theie in time for the resur-
rection.
"The Erie railroad reports more
than 2 4 .0 ne ,0 00 Nissen get, were
transported last year without the lose
of a traveler's life. The Erie often its
a joke. but it has reason to "point
With pride" to that record.
"All the shows ridleule the Erie
The minstrel middleman asks the end
man where he gets his funny jokes
The end man replies, "Comparing the
111111111101111111111WENWININEWEIIIIIIIIII.
I Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps
They save the continual writing
over the same thing. They are
nut expensive. Send us an order,
PrIccs Right.
1 The Diamond Stamp Works.115 S Third Si hoses 35L-
cellos
ANKLE BRACES
FOR SKATERS
The Collins Ankle Brace 18
certainly a ,boon to skaters
with weak ankles; they are
made of leather and are as
smooth and comfortable as an
old glom, yet they enable the
skaters with the weakest an-
kles to indulge in the spurt
without fear of injury or an-
noyance,
Call and let us demonstrate
them to you.
$1 a Pair
Gilbert's
Drug Store
Ava.-4114,441-4•140t
Both Phones 77
Twin Sisters, Hale
and Hearty at 73
Mrs. Emma Shively and Mrs. Belle Beatty, twin sisterS,
Aho are now 73 years of age, enjoy health and strength,
and seldom have an ache or pain, thanks to the 6od-giv-.3n
medicine, Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey.
Mrs. fmma Shively resides at Big Clifty, Ky., and Mrs.
Belle Beatty at Louisville, Ky. The illustration is taken
from late photographs and shows how bright and vigor-
ous they both are.
MR-S. 1555 SNIVEL' AID MLR. BELLI BRATTY, TWIN =TYR& 73 YEARS OLD.
"I ant in-my 73d year and preserve my healtit and keep my. strength
up by using Duffy's Pure Malt khiskey. Have been using it for several
years. As a tonic for old age I consider it without an equal"—MRS.
EMMA SHIVELY, Big Clifty, Ky., Feb. 28th, 1907.
" Before I begets the use of your Duffy's Malt Whiskey last May I
was so run ,down and nervous I could not walk a square; after taking
several bottle I became strong and felt better than I did for years, so I
'have been' using it ever since, and I now seldom eyet have an ache or a
pain. I am 73 years old,"—MRS. BELLE BEATTY, 1731. 15th St.,
Louisville, Ky. '
Du 's Pure Malt Whiskey
is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain; great care being used to
have every kernel thoroughly malted, thus destroying the germ of the seed
,and producing a predigested liquid fpod in the form of a pale malt, which
is the.most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known Bo scicace;
softened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedom from injur:xas
substances renders it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
If you wish to keep young, strong and vigorous and have on your
cheeks the glow of perfect health, take Duffy's Pure Malt Whisk.ee
regularly, according to directions. It is dangerous to fill yotr system with
drugs. They poison the body and depress the heart, while Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey tones and strengthens the' heart action and purifies the
entire systeni. It is recognized as a medicine everywhere. Duffy's Nee
Malt Whiskey has been analyzed and tested by chemists for the past fift,
years, and has always been found absolutely pure and to contain greet
medicinal properties.
CAUTION. -When you ask your druggist. grocer or dealer ler Puss Melt Whisitity
be sure you get the genusae. It Is the one absolutely pure medicinal whiskey and Is said
only in sealed bottles ne.er in bulk. Look for the trade-w.ark. the "Old Chealle." on
the Labe* and make sure the seal over the cork Is unbanken. Price anal. mastratel
useensell beakiet and docter's advita hiss. Duff j' nail Whiskey co., Rochester. N.Y.
running time with the time. tables of
the Erie railroad."
"If it takes,,ve days for the Erie
railroad Sb transport an egg thirty
miles. as ‘estined in the traffic inves-
tigation conducted in Rochester re-
cently, state the approximate age at
the time of frying for a 5 cent sand
which, an egg laid by a middle west-
erfi hen, stored in Chicago for some
months, and then sh:pped to the east-
ern market by the Erie."
The last-thing on the time table is
a picture' of the largest and ,fastest
locomotive In the world standing on
the Erie tracks.
Only One "BROM() QUININE*
That is LAXATIVE BROW) QUI-
,NINE. Look for the signature of E.
W. Grove. Used -the world over to
Cure a Cold in One Day. !Sc.
Our national bird is- the eagle--
with the stork a cioso second.
THEATRICAL NOTES t
1-r-rri-r141-e+4
As Told in the Hills. • -
One of the etrolageet claims , for
popularity made by the management..
te "As Told la toe Hills." which will
be given at The Kentucky for an en-
engagement of matinee and night,.
Dec. 7, Is that there is no oNectlima-
blie features to the performance. It
is true that, there are villains, terfs of
them in fact, but their fate is a strip-
ing example of what their villainy de-
serves. In contrast with them, the
other characters are clearly and fore-
ibie drawn' in a manner that will
leave a lasting impresion.
The hot teet region on earth Is
along the Persian gulf.
 .At
he Kentucky
Saturday
December
Matinee and Night
NESBIT SCOVILLE
Presents
As Told in the Hills
A Powerful play of the
Southwest. '
• A Romance of Today
A strong cast and special scenery.
Trice—Matinee 21c to all; night, 25c., 4c,
.50e and 73c. •
Seats on sale Friday,
Monday ,1
December
The Great Political Satire..
HOYT'S
A TEXAS STEER
With
FRANK M. R.E.ADICK
As Mayerick Brander.
NINA WILBER
As Bossy.
Apd 'All the  iNd_Exiraviseer -Seats on sate Monday.Prices 
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gny doctor will verify that peep'. who
!tiger most often from disease are the
ones who have the most difficulty in
keeping their bowels open. Regular'
bowel action is half the battle of health,
People who have a tendency to cone
efipation must of aecesaity use something
to help nature along. This should not
be'a violent aita like salts or purgative
waters, cathartic pills or powders, but a
syrup liquid that will oil the heeetines
and membranes that it comes in contact
with. Children, women and weak
people generally should never be given a
Pyrktts it weakens the system. Ant ItSR, stroesesc person because Oth
aingdY-11111, teat day, sad then the reao-thae sets to iseityRuere worse off %lieu bi-fore.What is Medea is a prompt Dot gentle lalaa-
INAlple MOM 
Dr.
II *sr sixteen years
ell' r •give tonic
and it h belie
year. The reale* 
thOratom people every
ills a mat tt etenlace an y thlrlf ellia Rawl see lo sure III
tionh.e. billouIpecy 1/Mbill.weak tornach. sea& sell wee We
copatihation.
that a cure ot env .th a 
r 
Imeedsisaheohttelysusrant,-od. A bottle costs but Reheats 'rat anis worth a bundred times that teeny suffrrer.Wi.e mothers keep it coe.ttautly to the bouaefor emergencies, be. lase It Is seeded at tow. or other by every member of the ft/daily.Dr. Luella Underhill. the medical superinten-dent or the Wm king Woman's Hume of Ultioag0kits '.'et ?her chars In ;ierfeet heelutby cheese Durieg the last Itself hoar of Advo-ot Dr Caldwell s rut' Pepsin whesever • stem- 
cate GO' floral Allah:re' scathing addresssoh complaint V..1,4 brought to her attdeo Noen. other lazatdre used in the Home. Buy sheathe Mine. Geoid had one fit after anotheryourself today &toe watch the prompt and per-
of hysteries. She was suppoitedt by
nutrient result*e
marliisecassetesees Isstr1.--1141, MOM IV
'IT p
iemas.
pi,,,,,,,,c.t.c.14,FREE TEb
Cay'lli"IN, as es sed Is sok Ms *
swells see les
Melees era tem lor a try* Mrs we
eresem if 1****, am* eaelest
set most selsove anew yam WA MS
talks. R gearanteeth Mb
PUBLIC VEIWICT: oll
as DR GALDVIEU.'S
bract *Mr IseRelse Ma , IL S.
• PEPSIN SYRUP I&
107 Cald*611 Bldg., allasilloallapal.
111[11(41.Alt GETS
peasant aright, and described the life 
c1.17.j47:r 
tOnretipa. o n retiring,.  i,,...DA,,t,.irraii I t.ii,%::i_ 
lull liver complaint*. Mr, St- . (elan- 
study of the brales of the six greatestnothing to do with it T,he pollee
I did not put much ?atilt. in him story- bia. Tenn., writes: 
seientiste in America, revealed that
the couple led amid the luxury otdEATTY (A0x. Monte Carle.
I anal as the ease Was presented to the supply of yours...glerbin. on ii..nd Aoiso r. , it gas.. In
. I i'lw"" /o'er' 3 the brain of Wait Whitman had beam
(hosed Intensely Excited. . I court hie wife was shown to be the 
pleased
con/lunation and iiii it, ..! uet,,T.1 L I tl t 8,1 that Wurtliavelliet Pair, ,is my appreelu.
' Great crowds Which had gathered ! real 'Beefeater.
1 tiene •Sold by J. Ii th•hischlaeser,within and withoue the building re-1 The evidence went to rhow that Lung Bros. and C. 0. RIM, y.eelsexi the announcement of the con- iEmma Levin. who was possessed of 1viction with great excitement, ella considerable jewelry and some mome K.INS.IS tiltN/RKS IX SITT TOPlause following the rendering of the had been invited to vete the Cloolds. OUST HARVES1'Elt. TRUST.verdict by the court. I who were in needy circumstance.!of Captain and Mrs. Beatty, the hat-i The trial of the Goolds commerce There she was killed, and- later a l Topeka. Ease Dec a; — -The, etateler being a daughter of the late Mar- less than three days. It attracted at- ?quantity of her Jeweay Wits found In gained Ull important point todayghee Field, of Chicago • The thief teetion all over the world bemuse of , the possession of Gusset and his wife. in as 'suit to melt the iiitertiatemalsecured valuable booty- Including an-4 the enormity of the crime, the roan-. Her body was disatembereeil and Harvester company from Kansas. P.tique gold Mu ff boxes and minis- ner iu which it was committed„ and hiackee in a trnnic and tallse. which W. Gregg% testified that he had sledtures. Mrs. Beatty who was elem-ethe dramatiaraxasteetetesseeie.eliethl etee-telerdereeeseeereelleeee 10- deserese Cyrus McCormick, pres Ann t of theins alone, behaved pluckily. Ott being white 'seeking to esespe with- a trunk of when the crime was discovered.' Internatkmal Harvester company,
Former, Chicagn ttttt SO Rouses the
Household, But Thief Escapee.
London, Dec. 6.—A daring bur-
glary was perpetrated in the early
ehours tad morning at Brooksby Hale
Leicestersaire, the hunting quarters
aroused ey a notse near her bedroom
docrr, she proceeded to the landing
and heard s4-me one deacending the
stairs. whereupon" she switched on
the electric light and raised an alarm,
-but the thief. escapee.
The Evening Sue-10e a week.
containing 'portions of the body MI
t he' r poseession.
Geoid and his wife left Monte
Carlo curly last AugUst, going to Mar-
seilles. A hotel patter is thet cite
noticed blood oozing from a trunk
which the two had brought with
"The poor ye_ you al-
ways,' the preacher quoted. ,
"That's whar you're mistaken."
said the old man. "Fer the last six
menthe my eldest boy has been draw-
on me from Texas!"— Atlanta Celt
thr`til, and when they drove off with, stitutIon.
state ie a speech made in Kansas
City In 1903, "that the combination
of which he was the head ovroed CPT average.
controlled 95 pa cent of all thig Dr. Spitzka deplored the lose of
money used for the purpose of mans- tee marvelous Whitnian brain, andfacturing and selling harvesting ma- admitted that the most important re-ehinery." sults might have been obtained had
I r • add fur- th:s brain been saved. As IV was the
Investigation was batted upon the ex-
arc:nations of tee brains of Dr. Jo-
seph Leidy, Philip Leely, J. W. White,
Sr., Andrew J. Parker Harrison Allen,
Prof. Edward D. Cope and Dr. Wil-
liam Pepper.
Garden of Eden wear Alton?
Alton, 1,11., Dec. el.—Charles Wade,
who operate* a quarry at •Reek
Springs park. Alton, believes fek Gar-
den of Palen was at the park.
Yesterday, while blasting away f
ledge, the hand of a child, or Dame-
thing similar, petrified, came to view
and was seared intact.
Mr. Wade reasons that If the gat-
den was in Rock Spenges park this Is
the hand of a child of Adam and Eve
which 'became lost io the wilderness.
He thus disagrees With several scien-
tists in Alton who have looked at the
'specimen end' declare it is the foot
of an animal.
•
Use Sun Woad Ads.—Ileat result
Backache
Dizziness
Cold Feet
Rheumatism
These
symptoms
all indicate
diseased
kidneys
Before it is too late
Cleanse your kidneys with
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets
If you have never used these Pillets, we will glacfly give yeti aewo days' trial treatment free. ' •
Gilbert's Drag Store, Fourth and Broadway.
ob.
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The Question of Christmas Gifts for Men and BoysIS VERY EASILY AND Ql ICKLY SOLVED ON ONE VISIT TO THE NEW STORE
This is our second Christmas, and we intend to make it a memorable one. Every item in our store is a new one, and you are assuredthe'very newest and best things the markets afford in every line. Our fifteen months' record, is evidence that the New Store showsjust a little better and a little' more up-to-date things than you find elsewhere, and having established such a reputation we mean tomaintain it at all hazards.
Boxes of Suspeoders
.
eep Your
Bowels open
TO GUILLOTINE
asa.„
It is a noticeable fact, and one which MME. C(SOLD WILL HAVIE TO GO
—HUSBAND FOR LIFE.
Teeing Scene at Close of Famous
Monte Carlo Murder Case'—
Women in Hysterics.
Monte Carlo, Dec. 6.--After a
firmed,- trial before the superior court
of Menace', Vere St. Leger Gioold
and his wife, Marie, were cenvicted
Of the murder of Emma Levitt here
last summer.
The court found that MTS. Gooid
Was the chief instigator of the crime
and sentenced her to death by the
guilletine, and that Goo:d was lees
responsible because he was under the
Influence of liguer at the time the
murder was committed and sentenced
him to itnprisonment for lee,
the earabinlers beside her, and w
her hueband bent over her solicit
ously the gear* pitshed him batik.
She appeared to be.inthe last stage
of physical collapse, as might well be
after three hours of Crete attack by
the isitelful governmene prosecutor.
Who left no part ef her life free from
accusation. e ridiculedher ar s o-
castle pretensions, explained her
•
/ We have a great line of men's sue-
exsndeirs far gifts. all the pepular
shadings in the new silks, with IS
karat gohl and silvei buckles; in im-
ported weaves and silks. They come
in 'fancy leexce and.are priced from
She up to $3.A0.
Silk. and Opera Hats
Many -a man, wonteebuy an opera
or silk hat, trusting to sorne of leis
friends to give him one at Chresteria-s
CVSYr y men who makes any
pretense to b4ing a good dresser
Phoned have each let his ava.rdrobe.
We are showing tha best hair made
for evening WeIST, the opera and silk
bats at re, $6 and $7.
Fu r and Wool Gloves
*Kid, Fur and Wool Gloves.
Another acceptable gift—always
ie gloves. We hare the kid gloves
ID such splendid males as the Fowl:fee
turd the Fisk ataj1.e9 to 52.50 In
black and all the collate a splendid
line of fur and gauntlet gloves, as
we as delving gloves, and a big as-
sorfinent of wool gloves priced from
25c to $1.50. In boys' gloves we
have theelong gauntlet gloves, the
golf and lined wool glovers at 25c ale
ciri ev-aeue ue.a,
3 win. JAMES
HEAD-ACHE
'POWDERS
URE They soothe, healand restore.
A Great Nerve Balm
it Cures Headaches. Mental:1a end All
Mildred Ailments by Removing
thc Cause.
When riff 11:tVe3 become sa oik n and
Irritated they r.ttOiy an w•no,
pates sod Schee are called Ileada.hes, Neu-
ralgia. Leamege. Sciatic itheamatIme. Et
OR. JAMES HEADACHE REMEDY
cures this condition by healing and coring
the lillialsrd a-ad tecollmt nerves; when this Is
,lone the trouble disappears at once. thereto-
fore, there seems to have been nothing that
would cure this disease rad preNei.t its a
torn, In onto words, they were only able to
Sire tenporso relief, while this great rem
cey feeds affif-ttrengthenn tl %seakened
neives and restores teen to purfe-t health
all7dbgeu: gy 1 :e. Immediate relief and ell/
effect a permanent cure.
Two Sizes 10 Cents, 25 Cents
At AU Druggists or BY MAIL
1. W. JAMES CO.
Wheeling. W.Va.
-or
Foresale rod guaranteed by
W. B. M PHERSON
SHIP CAULKER
FOUNDS AT ORAN, Mo.,'IVILL BP.
BROUGHT HERE.
George Farrel, Formerly (be 1.„(1,,,.ah,
Is Dead—Was Policeman and
• Fireman.
Capt. Thohns Glynn, of fire sta-
tion No. 2, Third and Elizabeth
streets, received a message ast night
from Crass stating that the body of
George Farrel, a Paducah snip caulk-
er, had been found at Oran, Mo. The
message contained Ilia 1:11o:1:lath/a as
to how Farrel came to h:, death. but
asked what disposition should be
made ot the body.
George Farrel was alert 37 years
old and was born and reared in Pa-
ducah, his father being William Far-
rel, ,e. fotmer policeman. The dead
i
man was also a member of the fire
departtnent two years age. •
Ferrel leaves a wife and two chil-
dren, who live Nrith 11•.•. Farrel'a
brother in Oklahoma. Oscar Farrel
a erother, recent- cleated in the
United States; navy and is at present
at the training y atds• in San Fran-
ciao. ‘the trunk he notified the police and! Farrel is a membee,; of the whiptheir arrest followed. 
eatrikers' union ails tile' body probe-(boded Confessed the Murder. , bl *ill be brought here for beret'.
1
Statements as to the faces in the
ease were at great variance. Goold
himself confessed that he committed' And early 
E.41111.1i To HUD
tj, rise. Teak.. ene healthy,'happy and StIlle--eapeehi:ly if you takethe warder and that his wife bad, I
Men's Hose in Christmas
Boxes---All Grades
Men's sot sn fancy boxes make
nice gift, so we have had some of
our best lines put u.p in fancy boxes
for Callistmeus--both the 25c lines
and the other lines. 50c up to $1.40.
We show the btaek, the gray, brown,
tans, blues and al; the popular tones
and far ke mixed colors in ..11 weights,
Handsome Scarf Pins
We show more complete stocks of
sear{ pins, shirt studs,' collar and
cuff buttons than you would expere.
and have added, dome very handsome
theme in each for gifts. They come
In the old rose gold, silver and the
various metals, mid tire very appro-
priete for gate. Oats moonstone full
dress sets are elpeclaely appropriate
for gifts. PrIce.,11.60.
Grips and Suit Cases
1
We feature come splendid values
In gripe, and traveling bags and suit
case, in 'wakens, eowhide,, a'Ziggen
and horned, alligator, in black, brown
apdliisset, lined or untitled, $5.00 to
$36.00.
Men's Fancy Vests
No taah ever had too many vests,
and nothing is More acceptable or
appreciated as a tea, as they brighten
up the darkest suit with a tone of
cheerfulness worthy the season.
.We show some beautlul patterns
In black and white figured velvets,
/and blown ve.vets; quiet subdued
dark tones, red weaves, browns Id
cheeks, plaids and steepes, olives aed
lemon color. --
A:so some very handsome stripes
and cheeks in the popular flannel
vests. Prices $3.50 up.
For the Children
Santa Claus and parents will find
our children's department a greet
boon as an aid to Christmas selec-
tions, as we have the prettiest sort
of things imaginable for the little
ones.
Bearskin And pla% and tnercerized
astrakhan leggings in many eOlOTS
at $1 and $1.50. Also blue cordu-
roy leggings for ii end $1.25.
Sued red reefer coats at $5 to
$6.54.
A great variety of toques, sweat,
ers and knitted caps.
Gloves et endlees variety. and at
all prices.
Novelties in mechanical handle
umbrellas and canes.
Keep in touch with our
Show—Windows
for aid to the puzzled Christ-
mas Shoppers.
• .
Goods purchased now can be
laid aside till you want them
•
delivered.
Box of Engraved Stationery or100
Visiting Cards Make Ideal Gifts
100 Cards and Plate
Oid English, shaded
French Script
*150
•
  $3.0o
En frayed Stationery vs
Two quires of monogram paper and fifty envelores
$300
$1.25
Let us show you the prettiest samples of the engravers' art you ever saw.
THE SUN
ther that It was the purpose of the
company to provide for a uniform sale
price. The harvesting company's at-
torneys tried to • have - this evidence
stricken out, but this Judge Dana
refused to do.
Walt Whitman's Brain bust.
PheadeSphia, Pa.. Dec. 6.--Dr. Ed-
ward Antliony Spitzka, professor gen-
eral of anatomy in Jeffersoo college
and one of the most distinguished
anthropological scholars in the world,
in a omen ubon the comparative
lest absolutely to science by the care-
leanest; of an etholoye in a hospital.
The employe allowed it to drop to
the floor with the jar in which It was
contained. Not even a piece of it
was saved.
Dr. *series made his researches it.
the interest of the American philo-
sophical society. ' Beside the Whit-
man revelation the most Important
thing in his report Is his aseertioe
that the future American brain is tie
earth. Next to that is his discovery
that the brains of geniuses can easili
be determined by their weight. Thee
weigh a specific amount. more than
Leather Goods Novelties
Here is an endless variety of nov-
elties in leather which will appeal
tb you: Military brushes, tie fold-
ers, handkerchief boxes, playing
eased sets, coat and skirt bangers,
sewing baskets, stirrup clock and
ahek broom sets, pgcket picnic sets,
manicure sets, collar bags and elate.
bags.
Handsomt Neckwear
Here is the recourse of more peo-
ple than any other thing. as a gift,
ler every man likes a great variety
of ties. Our Christnias display com-
prises every kind of tie, in all the
silks and different weaves and pat-
terns.—all the popular colors. 50
• cents buys an exceptionally good
looking tie, but the highsr pricee re-
veal the prettiest creations you ever
saw.
Pajamas and Night Robes
We are showing some handsome
pajamas in the soisette silks in very
modest tones, priced at $2.50 up to
$7.50. They are beautifully made
up.
In night robes we have all weights
In very special lines in fine cambrics
and -silks, and la outing cloths,
priced from 51.00 to 55.0-0.
•
!ALM
415 To4I7NBROADWAY
INCOPPORa1'e0 V
OURElleir3ERST6 RERAN 0110Y.15
Boxes of Handkerchiefs
We are showing some very attrac-
tive tandkerchief boxes.
Something new is the Overcoat
Handkerchief shown only here. The
price. $1.
Handsome quilted Loon Handker-
chiefs, G in a box, $2.0e, 3 in a box.•
51.25.
Men's linen Handkerchiefs with
the initial worked in a seal, 3 In a
box. 51.40, and G in a box, $2.75.
-4- Men's Handkerchiefs in imported--
inke and linens, in fancy boxes for
gifts, 2ec to $1.50.
Umbrella& for $3 to $18
If eou want something very hand-
some in an umbrella or something
good at a neelium price we can sat-
isfy you equaly as well. Our higher
prize ones come in 1S karat gold,
solid, hammered sliver and mother-
of-pearl.haneles, steel roes and the
beet grades of silks, and 
a 
at $3 to' $18.
Also golf stick handles—some-
thing new and exclutere with us.
The Fluff) Ruffles umbrellas for la-
dles is also h; novelty of the year.
Prices 13 up.
•
Bath Robes----Jackets
We are making a special display of Betel Robes and Smoking Jackets as an- aidto Christmeatt selections, and It will pay you to sae them.We featere Imported 'blanket cloths, ID large, Persian figures, made Up withsilk cores at the neck and waist, seta with silk frogs demi the front. laree shawl col-lar and big box plaits in th? hack. Prices la to $18Also French imported Terry cloth, or towel cloth robes, In Persian figures andstripes, With military °oilers and hoods, priced $5.00 to $7.50,•
4luari 
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TAGS POMO
1Dabucab Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
THE 8L'in PUBLISHING COMPANY
IN C oRPORATZD
T. M. F1SHF.R, Presideat
Z. J. PAXTON, General iitanager.
alaterall at the pootofiloe at Paducah.
Ey. as second claws matter.
 -L
SUBSCRIPTION &ATMs
TRZ DAILY MN
Wy Carrier, per week .. Je
By small. per month, In advands.. .2$
By null, per year, In od•iinc• . . . $2.60
TEM WEAKLY SUB
Fee year, by mail. postage Paid • •11-05
Address THZ 13LtN, Paducah, Hy...
Glace, 116 South Third. Phone, 1166
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
York. representatives.
TH11 PUN can be found at-the follow
• $110101
rc_ La. elements* & Co.
Van Culls Bros.
Palmer Honea
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INDFOLDED
A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
ST
EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
II
,C..enak1 11101 1.I• ISebt. Marra/ OW)
(Continued from last Issrue.)
"I suppose it would do no good to
try to dissuade him from his planar
"It would take a bolder man than I,"
said I, with a smile at the audacity of
the Idea.
Mrs. Knapp smiled sadly in re-
sponse,
"Do you think, Henry," she asked
hesitatingly, "do you think that Mr.
Knapp is quite lUmselfr
My mind leaped at the recollection
of the Wolf figure in the opium dens.
But I choked dowa the thought, and
replied calmly:
"He certainly has a vigorous busi-
ness head on his shoulders."
-a "I wish you could tell me about his
Deg.ted..__ke_ bad out, begun, lis_ands
who affirms that tte above state qualites that appeal to the peop'einto a most pro-denly developed
mete of the eirculatton of The Sun ind do not unfit him for a trust. That flounced "hear," aid sold both stocks
for future delivery in great blocks.for the month of November. 1907; man lives in Marshall county. He
He was cautious with Confidesce. butIs true to the best of his knowledge gerved a term In the legislature. and 
.
proved his courage and convictions 
his assaults on Crown Diamond wereand belief.
ruthless. Decker and his brokers stoodPETER PT-RIR:AR, Notary Public. On the floor of the house, where le*- gallantly to the defense of their threat.My commission expirse.January 22 .prophesied the disaster that overtook ened properties and bought heavily.1908 his party from 'enditiwas be reeoa- Yet in spite of their efforts to buynIzed in Frankfort. everything that was offered Crown• 
Diamond "futures" fell to 40, 30, 25,
and even 20, closing at the afternoon
session st 20%.
But the King et the Street was less
successful in his manipulations ofIt is 'possible that Admbral Bob
Omega. The speculating public asEvans' distaste for bear neat may be The boys of the High school begin well as Decker and Company werethe result of a joke played on him bi rehashing last night for th.e Mine-
some nature taker. trel- to be given on New Year's es, 
reaching out for the stock. and It was
forced up 10 and 20 points at a time,I The whew given a year ago was a closing on Saturday afternoon at 326.Tom McGregor. of Benten; believes great success and the boys .hope , "This is merry war," gasped Wall.it is better to have run and tote than eclipse all former efforts. The mej - bridge, at the close of the last session.never to have run at all. 'berg of the company attended tie* -I wouldn't have missed this for five- !performance of the Al G. Field mina years of my life. Dodaridge Knapp IsPresident Roosevelt consistently treis Wednesday night to pick up a the boy for making the market humsuggests that the proposed emergency fee pointers. The stage has been when flre takes the notion. By George,
bank currency be laid under such rebuilt and regular footlights in- we're had a panic this week! Andheavy interest that it will be auto- stalled. last Monday I thought everything wasmatically retired when the enter- Miss Mary 0. Murray one of the dead, tool"genev is yak. in eher words. the teachers at the Washington -sebool "Doddridge Knapp!" I exclaimed.president bele-yea that anything building, returned to her work this '111 he in this deal, too?"
elastic, when the tension is removed, morugng after being absent 'several Wanbridge looked at me in a little
will snap track in place. weeks on account of sickness. confusion, and mopped his head with
Miss Helene McBroom, of the Mc- comical abandon. Then he winked •
The French airship TA Petrie PVI- Kinley school. is off duty today on' most diabolical wink, and chuckled.
dentiy got on a "tare- when it struck account of ilibess. Misi Bell is teach-! "Of course, a secret's a secret; bat
Ireland. paling in her dertment. when the whole street's talking about
it you can't exactly call It a close-
corporation secret," he explainedapologetically, HOTEL ARRIVALS I joined Doddridge Knapp at the loved Luella Knapp. And she? Andhad now to confess to myself that I.
office and confided to him the fact that trying to untangle the skein, I was a
the cat was out of the bag. The King good deal startled to feel a touch on
of the Street looked a littie amused my arm as I reached the sidewalk-.
• itu; y erou Porter. is l!" I ex-Palmer-R. E. Calligan, hexing- 
at the announcement
ton; L. B. Mattson. Louisville; W. E.,
Harrison, Sharon, Teh n. ; Fred Rook e I
Cairo; S. Sherman. Chicago; Guy Hal'
comb, Richmond, R. L. Clifer, Menthst Noaks was a liar, considering,
that Nooks had just testified to the'' H. M. Tharp, St. Louis; Jua
same fact.
Germany's court of honor retro-
graded into a court of dishonor.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT
November, 1907.
3863 16 3832
6275 18 3810
4 1839 18 3796
6 3846 20 3791
6 3857 21 3795
7 3866 22 2804
8 3870 23 3901
3678 25 3790
11 3567 26 3794
12  3s:,4 27 3790
13 3s48 28 3711
14 3845 29 384i1'
15 3832 30 38o6
1 
2 
Total  102.044
Average, November, tette.... 3.957
Average November. 1907.... 3,9'2;
Decrease  32
Personally appeared before me,
this December 3rd, 1947. E. D Mao -
Dally Thonght.
The reall test of character is
Van Dyke.
Get out your New Year's retolu-
tkme and dust them off. That is one
advantage they possess over most
other things; the more you break
them, the more they can be renewed
if in no danger of detection. Some,
men, who have no Newt for them-
selves, strangely covet the respect oi
their fellow flies, and this class
men might be coerced by the law
It's a good law, suseway, and if it Is
enforced only once in a while it will
yeomplieh its purpose. It conforms
to puel.c opinion, and the selfish -
terest of the defeated party wi.1
nearly always expose the crookedness..
if any, in the =easeful side.
Any cit) east of the Miseistriptd
river may have the Republican na-
tional convention on pay meet of
8190.400, the erection of a million
doilies' auditorium and the assurance
of ample hotel owe. After a while
It will be as difficult to secure a place
for a national convention as it Is now
for a prise dght. Goldfield, Nevada.
will then Make a hit by pulling off •
few chainploasisip mins in connection
with the presidential nomination.'
That's a pretty sporty piesewition,'
an) way, raising $100,000 these days.
THE MAN FOR DEMOCRACY'. ,
We bane no mind to dictate to the
Democratic party in Kentucky, but
having just recently participated on
the right side of a successful contest
for control of the state, we feel com-
petent, at leaes, to advise the losers,
how it was done. The Republican
party, morally is just about as good
and no better than the Democratic
party, as tar as the voters go to make
up a party: but the Republic-an party,
being in the minority and seeing a
chance to win, picked good men in
preference to bad, because had men
couldn't win. This was easy of ac-
complishment in the Republican
party, because the minority party is
never overburdened with professional
politicians, who would have starved
to death on Republican puma front
Bradley to Willson. Everybody knows
what rotation is office has cost De-
racy in Kentucky. Now that tete
Democratic party is down and out foi
an indefinite term. The Sun would
give the Gisraltar a lip: pick out a
aloft man, one morally and intellect
vary capable of filing the office of
:governor with honor to his state and
Millen, bus ness manager of The Sun benefit 02 the swine* a _tusa___ntsa
Done that shopping yet?
There was nothing particularly
original In Jim Howard's observation
Senator J. 13. Foraker Is still petimP-
Ing on the trail of the Hon. William
Taft secretary of war.
SCHOOL NOTES
.00x, Nashville. _
Belvedere - Frank E.. Joh ns.
Mein0h1s; A. Riser. Evansville; G.
'Duke, St. Louis; W. D. Ray. Morga.n
,field; Benjamin F. Gardner, Louis-
vile: Harry Evans. Evansville; James
tohneon, Nashville; G. W. Lawman,
Stnittland.
New Richmond-A. Downs, Mur-
Loess of Walt Whitman's braies ray: W. C. Welch, Sturgis; J. J. Ful-
this time is not of as mueh 
at
Naehville; R. F. Powell. Louis-
‘queers, s it would have been during Ille; H. R. Siler, St. Louis; Thomase 
Woodruff, HopkInsville; Al Shepard,the Me time of their original owner.
Dirk, Mo.; L. H. Adams, firnithland;
Senator Philander Knox. of Penn-
sylvanite does not intend to incur the
J. Ferguwon, Rear Stir nips, •I)enn.
1-01'NOSTERS USE TO4lAC4'0.enmity of Roosevelt's adherents by
any words of his, while the support Thousand buys in St. ipso Pub.of his own state is sufficient guaranty,
lis School Chew and Smoke,to the other side.
St. Paul, Mires, Dec. 6 -Superin-It takes a burglar with a jimmy to tendent S. L. Hector, in a report toprise the lid off Paducah after mid-
w night. 
.Uhe board of school inspectors, said
tat 2,040 boys In the St. Paul pub-
' CAMPAIGN VENDS.
Roosevelt and Bryan, representing
true citizenship on the subject, agree
that corporations should be prohibit
ed from contributing to campaign
funds, and real publicity should be
given, to donations. It requires little
-acumen to realize that corpoietions
are a class of legal persons that
should have no Interest in an elec-
tion. It May he rergued that by
tricks of bookkeeping funds could be
transferred to private persons, repre-
senting the corporations, who could
then contribute to the ce mps 1 an
fund-1 het --reeeet -developments-hare
demonstrated that Inlet trIcAr.tin.a.z
-11EV-614511Efir1'oltsfETT-. "omi;-&-y, and the
real criminaltty impaled on One, in-
tending to circumvent the letter send
1111Pirlt of the law, might deter some,
people, who would have no scruples
lic schools, under the age of sixteen
ears, admitted that they used tobac-
'co. This information, Mr. Hector Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists, Silk Pet-
said, bad been obtained by an exami- "I'm* Sateen Petticoats and Furs.
nation conducted by the teachers and You will find them in Infanta'
principals if various schools. Long Costa and Ch Ideen 'a Coate forI
In the report to the board super- ages 6 to 14 years,
intendent Hector shows facts in, re-I You sell find them tfl MIMS for
''Iation to the percentage of boys who Infants, Boys, Women and Men.
smoke, and the standing of the boys' You will find them In Rubbers.
.1n the schools, which surprised the' Miners and Gum Shoes for every
members of the board. He statedilaember of the family.
that boys who smoked do the poorest Tott will find tffbm in Carpets. 1n-
work in tbe schools, and that tbe!rrwinw, Brussels, Velvets, Floor 011
same boys are the hardest to manage:1C °thli. Window Shades and Lace
' Curtains,  ,_ _ _ _
- Ilnd -thelli in groearles.'Bryan is Welted,
eakaga., Dec. 6 ---'Bryan  tg canned Candiev, tuaarc.
. approved three principal ideas of Catffeeti, Flour and FiPDPral houeeboid
1Roosevelesenesrage, :Ind said he was -supplies.
11In,accord with having the nation int'y You will .nd this store with the
campaign expenses, an elastic cur- kind of money-mivlog prices not
.rency and the central bank. ' • I found in other stores. You will find
"Good Lord, Wilton! Where are
your ears!" he said. "The street had
the whole story on leiday. Decker
was sure of it on Wedneeisy. But I
kept under cover lias eneugh, to get a
good start, and that eas as much as 1
• "How  
very 
elLwe r 1 asked. I
knew that our purillases bad not been
progressing 
T ah er ec s 
to get," said the
ur5(a )1te. sh:
re
King of the Street thoughtfully; "536,
to be 
s 
"That's not a very promising out-
look," I suggested, remembering that
we had securedonly. 400 shares in the
whuh
ledayl 
struggle.
"Weil, there'll be an earthquake in
the street if we don't get them, and
maybe there'll be one if we do. Decker
is likely to dump all his shares on the
market the minute we win, and it will
be the devil's own jell to keep the
bottom from falling ourif he does." I
The King of the Street then gave
some brief directions.
"Now," he continued, "you are to be
at the Exchange without fail on Mon-
day morning, Iii be there to *Itive
you your orders. Don't be one minute
behludelsand, or the:No./tray be Tophet
to pay." And be emphasized his words
with an impressive growl that showed
time Wolf's fangs.
"I'll be on hand?' I replied.
"Weil, then go," he growled; "and
see that you come with • clear bead
on Monday, Keep your thirst until
after the game is over."
A few hours later I was at the house
of the Wolf. but I forgot to ask for
Doddedge Kpapp. Luella received ,
me with apparent indifference that
contrasted sharply with her parting,
and I was piqued. Mrs. Knapp was
gracious. 'and sailed between us be-
fore I had received a dozen words.
"Where are your spirits to-night!"
she asked ikingly. "Have you left
them in lower Pine street"
"I have a heart for any fate," I re.
turned lightly: "Am I too grave for
the occasion"
"You're always- under orders to he
cheerful," Luella broke In, "or at least
to explain the reason why."
"He can't explain." retorted her
mother. "Mr. Knapp won't let him."
But presently we found a sui,ject
In which Luella roused her ireerest,
and her bright mind and ready wit
drove away the fancy that had first
assaLled Tbetasumeacaller claimed
the attention of tirs. Knapp, and I
was content to monopolize Luella's
conversation for the evening. At last
I was constrained to go. Mrs. Knapp
was still busied In conversation with
her visitor, and Luella followed me
once more Into the hall.
"Can't you ten me-won't you tell
me?" she said in a low tone that was
the complement of the silent speech
of the eyes.
"I wish I could." I whispered.
"I know It must be right-it is
right," she said in the same tone. "But
I wish that I might know. Will you
not tell trier
"I will tell you some day," I said
brokenly. "Now ft Is another's. and
I cannot But it shall all be yours."
"'Al-l7"Everything,"
In another moment I knew not what
I should have done, so stirred and
tempted was I by her tone and look.
But' in an instant her manner changed
and she exclaimed in a mocking voice:
"Now •I have your promise, an I'll
let you go. You'd better not linger,
or mama will certainly have some
business to talk over with you." And
before I could touch her hand she was
gone, and her lain-thing "good night"
echoed down the hall.
I was puzzled by these changes of
mood, and decided that Luella was a
most unaccountable young ',Onion.
Yet under the subtle Influence that
she cast ppon me I felt the bonds of
dere relaxed and slipping away. I
business affairs," said Mrs. Knapp
wistfully. "But I know you won't."
"You wouldn't think much of me if
I did," I said boldly.
"It would be right to tell me," she
said. "But I mustn't keep you stand-
ing here. Good night."
I walked down the steps and joined
my waiting guards with a budget of
new thought and feelings to examine.
The three days that followed Dodd-
ridge Knapp fought for the control of
Omega,' and the Decker syndicate
fought as stubbornly for the same end.
I was forced to admire the fertility of
resource displayed by the King of the
Street. He was carrying on the fight
with the smaller capital, yet by his
attack and defense he employed h!s
resources to better result. The weak-
ness of the syndicate lay in its bur-
den of Confidence and Crown Dia-
mond. Doddridge Knapp had sold out
his holdings of both at a handsome
profit. but, so far from ceasing his
sales of these stocks, as I had ex-
DFX'EMBER 0, 1007.
DEP.1ItTIENT 14701E.
A Perfect Flood of Extraordinary
Values Threughout the store for
Saturday and Saturday Night
Until 9 O'Cloct.
You find them lit Clothing for
Men and Boys.
You will find them in Gloves. Sus-
penders. Halt Hose, Hats, ,Caps and
warm Underwear.
You will find them in Milinera.
You will fired tleen in Drees Goods.
You will find them in Belts, Parsee,
Collars, Gloves, Zephyr Shawls 'and
Combs.
You will find them in Httelery and
Knit Underwear for Women and
.Ch 1 id ren .
You will find them hi Domestics,
Flannelettes. Sultings. 'Percales, Bed
Blanketa and all other staple Dry
Goods.
. YOU will find them in Women's
PRIDtT, DEC£S1tril 6
A SMOKING JACKET with a "Merry Christ-mas" card attached is a through ticket for
any many to the land cf happy evenings and Sundays.
There's a certain style of refinement about our hand-
some Jackets that makes them different.
The double-faced OcIf Cloth is by far our most
popular style. The colors are Olive, Oxford, Blue,
Brown, etc. The backs of these cloths are harmon-
ious shades of plaids which are used to trim the
pockets, collar and ouffs. Some are plain edge and
others trimmed with silk cord.
$4.00, $5.00, $6.00 to $7.50
Bath and Lounging Robes in
Choice Styles
$3.50, $5.Q0 to $7.50
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claimed, on recogniting my retainer.
"Is Barkhouse here!"
"Yes, sir. An' here's Wilson with
a message for you."
"A message for me! From whom!"
Wilson took me aside and thrust an
envelope into nly hand.
"That come to your room-about II
o'clock. I reckon." he said. 'Least-
ways, that's the first ws saw of it.
Au' Mother porton was there, an' she
says she, must see you to-night, sure.
She wouldn't stay, but says you was
to come down there before you goes
to bed, sure, if yob wants to keep out
of trouble."
I looked at the envelope, and in the
Dickering light front the street lamp
I could make out the address to Henry
Wilton. By the handwriting and by
the indefinable scent that rose from
the paper I knew it for a message
from the Unknown who held for me
the secrets of life and death.
(To is continued in next lame.)
-• YOU DON'T HA VIE TO WAIT itd,iiPtUS.J1lithAttle-dh orOl.)u g h" comnsaj:dbeerat:°ionn"to-
,
esey daft makes yo feetbever. Loa- Yoe l•rovide under government guaranty
keens your whole Davies right so1d on tie a greater elasticity to the currency
.onnry- bock pits [wet yomert. Prioe b0 --something which shall be automat-
ic in its operation and which shall
ten4 to equalise rates of interest not
only in different sections of the coun-
try, but at different periods of the
year. Provision should be made
- - either for elasticity without the no
cassity of intervantion on the part 04
the recretsry o( the treasury or 'he
should be granted the anthonly to
Give Us a Share of
Your
-̀m--=INSURNCE---?A 
4
 jAll Kinds of l_nsurance
CORTELYOU MAKES
E. J. PAX ON & LI LIAR D SANDERS
Phone 358.
Continued from Page One
i able. The remarkably sound and
prosperous condition of the countr)
could seem to warrant the bAjt liel
this store making your dol'ens do 
that the strain will leave behind nu
'extensive business depression,extra duty in these days of money
stringency,
Three Real Estate Bargains,
A 3-sto0- brick Broadway business
house between list and 2d streets.
$5,000.-
An 8-room two-stliry North Sixth
street house; furnace, bath, stable;
72 foot lot, between Monroe and
Madison; $d,500.
GO acre country home; one of the
finest and most modern houses In the
rOa nt y. House on high elevation;
i1'5.00e. Lee, tn AI cost..
Owner going away. Liberal dis-
count for cash. Some one will get a
BARGAIN. Art today it you are inter-
• ted. Whittemore Real Rotate
Agency, Fraternity Building. Both
phones-836,
The Body Merely Machine,
There are jast_any number of dig-
eases in which the Ogteopathtc is the
only treatment that will give any re-
lief at ay.
The various phises of neuralgia
and rheumatism as an example yield
More readily to the Osteopathic
treatment than they do to medicine
So too do lumbago, chronic head-
aches, partial paralysis and kindred
ailments, and to one who knows the
first principals of Osteopathy it Is
easily to see why this is .
Osteotlathy is a scientific system
of exercise for the nerves and organs
of the body-eimply manipulation
by which it restores structural nor-
mal:ea 'Me body is a machine run
by unseen forces called life, and that
IL may run harmoniously it is neces-
sary that there be liberty of biota',
nervelf,ane ertertee from tk
rating point to destination. This is
i what osteopathy does-gives liberty
, to the blood, !tents and arteries.
Dr. 0.13. Proage, 616 Broadway,
phone 1407.
.11.•
The secretary of the treasury Is
given wide discretion in, many mat-
- ters wherein he is rarely called upon
.to exercise it; and little, if any, in
others where It is needed daily, pat-
Ocularly as to certain of those- bay-
- ing to do with the eltally Important
subject of our currency. In times of
emergency his hands arc- virtually
!tied. If in such periods of stress, in
lan effort to evert calamity and serve
ithe interests of all the people, he is
obliged to resort to unusual treasures
:critleinin is unfortunately in many in-
istancee directed not to tge its-
adequacy of the system, but solely to
, the effort to give relief, even though
:it. be suceeseful in accomplishing that
purpose. It should not be forgotten
that he has to deal with the prao
Incal rather than the theoretical side
of the currency question. The failure
lot the adherents of the various sug-gested plans of currency *form to
leo-operate or to agree upon a prae-
tleat measure would hardli appear to
be a sufficient reason for holding 111m
!reeponeible for their tudecision and
Inaction. The laws under which be
administers his office should be made
'to meet the daily needs of the people
and his duties, sufficiently onerous as
they are, should not be made more
burdensome by restrietions which
!leave him with the responsibility,
'but with no adequate means at his
.disrposal to meet it.
What has happened not only afits
. year, but many times before, should
serve as an admonition to enact wise
atw's for the pravention in the. future
of digesters dime In poet at least to
,Ihe 'imperfect organization_ of our
monetary system. Admittedty It. has
•fr
...its, •
14ft.
',to with changing condition,* there
has become More apparent scavh year
the Deed for Improvement of a Sub-
stantial and perras.nerrt, character. la
no action is thought advisable IR
this time fully to meet this need,, I
,rieem it. Important that something be
Phone 76:5.
;supply it by properly safeguarded
i measures. I believe that simplicity
lotplen .eral promptness oi action are
what the people need and will de-
mand. What particular form this
proposed legislation thould, take
!must be left to the action of the con-
.l oess. ; have no pride of opinion as
Ito the method, but I have the deep-
eat Collrelll that the result shall be
tadeettately beneficial.
I -'-'Show as much persistence in ad-
' vertadeg es you would show in hunt-
ing, fishing or in the pursuit of any
pleasure-and pat'll *succeed.
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HIS EVENING SMOKE.
Is the pleasure and luxury, of Many.
We have a full and complete line of
Briar and Meerschaum pipes, Meer-
schaum cigar holders, cigar and to-
s bacoo jars, fine tobaccos, cigars In.
holiday packages, pouches, etc.
THE SMOKE Housz,
21= Broadway.
RADA
With attractiveness is
cur present stock of
jewelry. So many
new and graceful de-
signs, it is a pleasure
to make a choice.
Hack eetutis in plain shell, with gold band or appropriate ornainen-
tation.
PINS AND BROOCHES
In exclusive and handsome patterns, both in gold filled and solid in4d.
'he prices range frotu 75c to 125.00
BRACELETS
Of new and original patterns, good taste and skillful workmanship
conspicuous in every one.
All engraving done FREE of charge.
An invitation is entendeol to al to•Inspeet our stock.
311 Broadway.
lew-eier
4 '4
•
•
•
•
•
Xer a Zag kr Pnas
The largess and moat exclusive line of leather goods in
the city. Bags of every description to please every taste.
We are now showing bags, the like of which has never
been seen in the city at the price.
.ifferent..$etter Sraded- )nexpensive
50e to $25.00
ei U. elkow Ziou.
1.
-For Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs..Brunsonet, 629 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better eerytce for the money than
Ii given by any transfer company In
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
7- Forma for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-City subscribers to the Daily
church tomorrow (Saturday) after-
noon at 2 o'clock when a pitture will
be made of all the children. '
-The Sun is showing tne prettiest
lines of tency stationery for the holi-
days you will see anywhere. Give
your order at once, for Christmas.
WITH SEWERS
EVERYBODY IN DISTRICT NO I,
MUST CONNECT BEFORE MAY.
Board of Aldermen Have Ordiasace
Freehling for Property Owners
to Make Connections.
Sun who wish the delivery of their!
•papers stopped must notify our co:-
Property owners in sewer district,lectors or make the requests direct
No. 1, will be notified by Mayor Yet-
be 
The Sqn office. No attention will, ,
Leer through the papers, that theypaid to such orders when givenr
tniust connect with the sewer by May
to_ _ relblighl°6 - ler-be-premented. .enterrritrirtme
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left the brought into the board of aldermencity for a few months, and I have ac- last night, providing that connectionsquired an interest in his business and
shall look aftes it for him. Any Me 
be made to the sewer on Broadway
formation I with reference to any 
and Jefferson street, between Ninth
lbranch of it well receive prompt at-id 
Eleenth streets, so that the
tandem if you will call up The Sun work or these streets may be--f
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- undertaken,
ton.
-Skater for the rink, plain steel
roller and bale bearing roller, any
size. reasonable price., at ' R. D.
Clements & Co.
-Order your engraved. calling
cards for Christmas and Christmas
gifts from The Sun at once. 1010
cards and plate $1.20.
-Fdr numbering mach leen band
dater*. rubber type and stencils of all
ISA I LEI WITHDRAWS.
--
Allows Senator McLean') to Have
tereenerce Committee Berth.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 6.-Sene
sloe Bailee. of Texas. an last
night that he is no longer an appli-
cant tor the vacancy on the commerce
committee to secceed former Senator
kihada call on The Diamond Stamp Berry. of Arkansas. He withdraws
Works. 115 South Third. Phonies 358 his claims in favor of Senator Mc-
__Place your orders for wedding Laurin, of ellesissippl.
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
- vlsItTeg cdrdetetihd tette Tor
$1.20 at The Sun, special rices for
the holidays.
Chicken feed, pigeon feed, ovate;
Miele Lee's lice killer, Ieg bands, in-
cubators, brooders, etc.. at ef. J. Yopp
Seed Co.
--The Scott Hardware. company
has removed its officej touts former
headquarters. 422-424 Woodenly.
-Dr. H. G. Oneloiv. of Louisville.
Kr, will preach from the pulpit of
Temple Israel tonight at 7:30 o'clock.
Everybody inefted. *There wiel be no
services Sunday at the Temple.
-Pianos- and Organs for Xmas
presents, new and. 'second-hand, at
low priees and easy payments, 311
Broadway. Phone 573-R. V. H.
Thomas, Manager.
--The ebildren of the printery de-
partment of the First Baptist. Sunday
*Khoo' are requested to meet at the
Sachet
Powder
will add greatly' to
that Xmas gift or
0 box you are prepar-
ing. We have all
odors and all grades
from 40c to $1.00
per ounce.
Bouquet Farnese
is the Best.
a4t-er;
, r . • • • • • • • 0
4 Deugglaseas
Fib and Brealway. Opp. Palmer ham
Civil Service Tests.
The civil service commissioners
announce • examinations as TON' Re
Mechanical and electrical draftsman,
ordinance bureau, war department.
Jan. 8, 9 and. 10; engineer, Indian
service, Jan. 8; arcbitecteral drafts-
man (male). Philippine service, Jan.
8 and 9; civil engineer and superits
tendent of construction, Jan. 8 and
9; foreman mechanic. Dec. 341; teeth-
en Philippine service. Dec. 27 and
28; fish cnituralist, Jan. 8; first-
class steam engineer, custodian ser-
vice, Jan. 8; assistant (male) Phil-
ippine servici, Dec. 27 and 28: clerk
chemist, Jan. 8; lithographie stone
Polisher. Jan. 8; assistsot preparator,
bureau et entomology, department
of agriculture. Jan. R. editorial
clerk (female), Jan. S and 9.
Delightful Dinner mid Sapper Menu..
At the Kreiscopal church baraat
Saturday, December 7, at 217 Breed
way, dinner will be served for et)
c:ente; children 25 cents. The menu
Is:
Hot Turkey
Creamed. Tr Leh Potatoes •
Cranberries g Slaw
Hot Biscuit Coffee
Home-made Plum Fielding or Pie.
The supper menu is:
Turkey Hash Cold Meat
Hash Browned Potatoes Spaghetti
• Hot Beecult Coffee,
Suppe-r 115 cents; children 20 cents
Coffee and tea with cakes will b•-
served In the afternoon.
1
MRS. W. H. LEE'S DEATH
AT COLUMBUS, MIS.
Mrs. W. H. Sanders received a tele-
gram today from her son,. Mr. Wil-
liam D. Sander4. In teolumbuttr-Waa.,
ancouncing, Gee death there todajof
his mother-inelaw. Mrs. eV. H. Lee
No particulare were given. Mrs. Will
SandereAs an only child and her
many friends in Paducah Will deep'y
sympathize with her In the loss of her
mother.
FOR ItleNT.
five acres of land le minutes'
drive from market house. Good
house and stable. Rent WM per
year. T. E. LYDON.
leine Broadway
Magnolia Grove No, 2.
Ail memibere of Magnolia Grove
No. 2. Woodmen Circle. are earnestly
requested to be at theis-heel tentehe
fee the.purpose of electing new 0M-
MARY A. LEE, Clerk.
Saturday's Special.
25 doz. all wool skating rink TRMq.
-el and 75c quality, for 25e.
1 B. WICILLE & SON.4
e'er.
ingt piece of Rink and white earn e'en,
fa, The br:ck cream and elk,
,out the pink and wh:te
r J. IL Brantly received he
lw b Visa Mabel Mitchell tied M.:,
May Mitchell. In an alcove off the
hall, artistically decorated a ith ferns,
fruit punch was served by Miss &lite
Mitchell and Miss Kate Baser.
A number of guests called during
the hours from 8 to 10.
Reception at Standard Club in Honor
of Rabbi Enelow.
A most delightful reception was
tendered last evening by the "Sister-
hood of Teinale Israel" compliment-
ary to Rabbi H. G. EneloW, of Tem-
ple Ades Israel, of Louisqlle. The
club rooms were tastefully decorated
in Amerioae Beauty roses and chrys
antbetnunes, whkii, with the added
charms of the handsomely gowned
women present made a most brilliant
scene. A musical program had been
arranged by Miss Mange Dry-lugs.
consisting of the following numberee
Duet, Mimes Matule Dlyfuss and
Arnie Dareyfuss.
Vocal spiv, Mr. Milton Walleretein.
Val solo, Mrs. James Weille.
Pri-anu bolo, Mrs. Sol Lesser.
Vocal solo.. Mies Dryienet.
Following this Dr. Endow made
a few well chosen remarks upon the
aim and object of the organization
known as the "Sisterhood." His elo-
quence aroused much enthusiasm,
aild the members of the "Sisterhood"
will eudeavor to follow vigorously
out the idea and precepts so beauti-
fully put before them by Dr. Endow,
Refreseenente were served contesting
of cake, cream and fruit punch,
Upon the earnest solicitation. of his
former congremstion Dr. Endow con-
sented to remain over and officiate
at tonight's services at Temple Is-
rael.
-
Mrs. Clarence chisighlin Festers of
Newell Scriety at Woman's flub.
Mrs. Clarence J. Obamblie will en- deeply and thoughtfully alive to the
tertain informally in honor of the seeds of Kentucky along this line.
Newell society of the Broadway Meth- The speaker was introduced by Mrs.
odist church on Monday afternoon at Henry Overby, chairman of the de-
4 o'clock in the parlors of the Wo- partment, in a happy little speech.
man's club house. The invitations are The lecture was a strong and force
*harming Christmas souvenir poet hie appeal for the common schools.
cards in deelges of miniatore sleds He brought out that the education of
loaded with holly, with reins of broad the masses s-as the glory and the
red ribbon. Istmnghold of democracy today, citing
America's position against that of
To Compliment Attractive Visitor. tRussia, whose aristocracy is allied
wilt -enitertariereenth ern:mall ee. He emphasized the
at her apartments in the Sanders place that the common schools, pub-
Flats, on Broadwgye this evening Milk ebrarees and free leetnres have
compliment to Mat Tess Manning, of in elevating the common people and
St. Louis, a i)opular visitor in the
city.
The Cotillion Last Night.
The Cotillion club gave the first of
its series of winter dances last night
at the Knights of Columbus hall, le
the Campbell building, and it was a
very delightful affair. Among those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Lester They were married at Paris, Tenn..
Fossick, of Atlanta 'Ga.; Mr. and i.n 1889, and separated September.
Mrs. John 8. Bleecker, Atiseee Ftances 1903.
Wallace', Ethel Ferocity, Blanche Helid Four years In the penitentiary was
Phillippa Hughes, Nene tiatacid, the penalty Imposed upon Will Bar-
Faith lAngstaff. Lillie May Winstea6,!ton. a young white man, for break-
Marjorie Scott, Bernice Frost, of lag Deo an Illinois Central boarding
Maelleld: Willie Blapche Asher, eei car and stealing a pair of gum boots
and selling them to John Katterjohn/Atisnett. Ga.:. Irene Ferree of Vick:
for $1. Three years.was given Bar-man, Ky. Messrs. Ca h ou n Rieke.
Walter Iverson. Douglas Bagtty, Loum ton for breaking into the ear and one
Rieke, Jr., Fred Wade, David Koger,' year for milling the property, claim-
Charlie Rieke, Warren Sights, Arthur ing It ae his own.
Martin, Charlie Allcott, Joe Exah,1 George Etlidlsen. of Salt Lake City,
and and F'rank FLatt, of Clarke-vele, Tenn,Frank Deets. Edwin J. Paxton.
Dr. I. B. Howell. were sentenced to two years in the
penitentiary for robbing Henry John-
son, colored, of $1.90.
Dinner Party to Dr. Endow.
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Dreyfus, 328
Dr. Ent-low's Masnirly "'menet-.
The problem of educational uplift
wite splendidly steeeed yesterday
afternoon at the Woman's club house
by Rebel H. G. Eneloe. of Louisville,
in his lecture on "Edimation and De-
mocracy," under the auseives of the,
Edateational departmeat of the Wo-I
man's club. Dr. Euelow was heard
by a eepresentatine and cultured au-
dience, composed of ben and women
urged the formation of Edill'ational
Improvement Leagues everywhere. In
a strong way he brought the matter
home to Kentucky and said there
must be a combined effort on the
North Eighth street, will entertain part of both men and women if the
with a 5 o'clock dinner this eveding stigma of low educatioeal status was
in honor of Dr. H. G. Enelow, of ever to be removed from Kentucky's
Louisville. fair name. Dr. Eneiow is a virile.
forcible thinker and speaker. He
Attractive Reception for Bride and presents his facts not so concealed by
Groom. 'pretty draperies that they fall to hit
A pretty reception was given lee, hard where they Millie. Every argu-
evening by Mr. and Mrs. Silas &intone is a knock-out bow and leavcs
I
Mitchell, 1111 Madison street, Mitt vivid impress. He held an informal
honor of the son of the house and his reception after the lecture and was
bride, Mr. and Mrs. Silas E. efitche11,1 greeted by many friends he had
who have jiSst returned from therl made here during his 'residence, Dr.
wedding journey. ;The house! was, Enelow is popular In Paducah with
effectively decorated with smilax andall people.
pink and white carnations in color- An informel musical program was
scheme of pine and white. In the rendered before the lecture. Mrs.
ball the stnilax was used. festooning James Weille sang "The Wanderer,"
the ehendellars,. the balustrade of the'Lrone Schubert, mean charmingly awl
stairway and over the doors. The car- Mrs. Leia Wade Lewis gave very de.
nations were attractively arranges lightifully "Absent" and "The Moon's
throughout the rooms. Lullaby."
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell and Mr. and Only routine business was trans-
Mrs. Silas E, Mitchell received in the acted at the businessAvoeetIng of the
parlor. The bride view-harming in a club from 2 until' 3:311 o'clock. The
pretty costume of white silk. effect- various departmental reports were
MeV trimmed with lace. made.
Receiving in the ball were: Mr.
ahd Mrs. Benjamin Rulings, end
Mrs. Claude Baker, Miss Ethel Mitch-
ell, Miss leucite Iliac it ard.
The dining room was a pretty
co:or-effect in. white and pink. The
eible was attractively decorated with
ef the smilax and a center-
Don't sit around Arith
hat in hand.
There never were
better opportunities for
young men and never a
time when correct dress
so influenced a man's
chances; and. never a
time when a man could
produce so good an ap-
pearance at so small an
expense. Good suits
from $10 up; overcoats
from $7.50 to $40.
Sans Snarl Club,
Mrs Allen Ashcraft was hostess to
the Sans Semi club yesterday
at her home, 1919 Broadway. The
elub affair. Miss Waller, cf Morgan-
Terrell and. The lone hand prize
went to Mies Clara Park. It was a
club amir. Miss Waller, of Morgan-
field, was an out-of-town guest
Modern Writers !Meowed by Dr.
Enelow.
Dr. H. (3. Endow, of Louisville.
made an informal talk this morning
at the Woman's club house, to the
Literary department of the club. The
Delphic club end the Kalosophic
club were the guests of the depart-
ment. Dr. Endow spoke on some of
the modern writers that the Literary
department had just studied, dwell-
ing -most especially upon Ibsen, Su-
dermann and Maeterlinck. He gave
most interesting glimpses of these
present-day problem writers and
urged their careful study by the
mature mind. It was a pleasantly
informal social club occasion.
In Circuit Court. a
A suit was filed yesterday by A. T.
Haynee. of Forham, against J. K.
and Joe Bondurant for $118.25 for
damages claimed to have resulted
from the defendants failing to notify
the shipper that they had rejected a
car of eableage that had been slapped
them.
William Morris filed suit for di-
vorce against h:s wife, Josie Morris.
In County Court.
The state saloon license of Will
Word, who conducted a saloon at lee
South Second street, has been trans-
ferred .to Sam C. Smith_
John Winfrey today qualified, as
administrator of the estate of Wil-
liam Fauntleroy.
LEARNING HIS MANUAL
COST OFFICER HIS LIEF.
St. Louis, MO., Dec. 6.-Apoplexy,
brought on by the brain fag of pour-
ing over the police manual which the
pollee board had ordered hen to com-
mit. word for word, within thire
days, cost Sergeant Anthony Con-
nolly his life today, according to
friends of the policeman.
After. thiric years of service, and
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GOOD GOODS
Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.
9,375 Hours of Your Life
THE AVALON PATTERN
is more than triple
last a lifetime.
plated, and
in the next twenty-
five years will be
spent at the table.
COMMUNITY
SILVER,
will do much to
make those thous-
ands of hours happy
by mak-ingthat table
attrz.ctive. This
more than triple-
plated ware has the
style and appear-
ance of the best
Sterling. It is ar-
tistic and yet simple.
each piece will
HART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price,.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO:
eM11111111nw I 1 IE11112111111E
Incorporated
Mrs. Gily Freeman and Miss Dee-
ale Rice, of Fulton, were in Paitrucith
yesterday shopping.
Attorneys W. A. Berry, C. C.
Graseham and William Marble }eft
this morning for Eddyville to attend
the Lyon county circuit court.
Mr. A. Downs, postmaster at Mur-
ray, was in the city last night.
Miss Florence Cary returned to her
home in Cairo today after visiting
friends in this city.
Mr. C. C. Grasehem went to Eddy-
elite this mornlint oel legal business.
He will return horn tonight.
Mr. Robert Fitzpatrick, who has
been attending school at Champaign,
Ill., has come home to spend the hell-
days with his parents.
Mr. W. V. Eaton bee returned from
COricame, where he has been for the
pee wek on legal business.
Miss Mamie Cobb left today at
/maw for Nee York CRY .to
nolly sat late into the night delving
into the manual, after having walked
a beat all day.
Members of Sergeant Connolly's
family say- that duteng his study
from Sept. 12 until Oct. 12 he never
studied less than an hour and a half
at home each day and also spent his
time riding to and from the Caronee-
let police station pouring over the
manual.
ENGINEER DIES.
W. McSweeney, Entploye of N.. C.
St. Many Years.
Nashville, Dec. 6.-Mr. Herbert
McSweeney received a telegram last
night announcing the death of his
brother. Mr. William Me-Sweeney. at
El Paso, Tex. Mt. 'McSweeney had
ben at El PASO for the past three
weeks where he had been seriously
ill from a complication of diseases.
He was an engineer on the Nash-
ville. Chattanooga & St. Louis rail-
road. He was ee years on] and had
been In the employ of the road for
a number of years. He is survived
by a wife and three children, and
was the son of Mr. Bryan McSween-
ey, who has been in the employ of
the N.. C. & St. L. for 42 years. Two
brothers, Eugene McSweeney. an-
other engineer on the N., C. & St. L..
and Mr. Herbert McSweeney, a retail
salesman, survive him. The remains
will be brought to Nashville for in-
terment.
ASK FOR MODEL LICENS ASV.
All Branches .of Liquor .1 luetry
Meet at Peoria to Plan
Peoria, Ill_ Dec 6.--TI enact-
ment of an automatic license law,
the restriction of galleons to one for
every •6000 inhabitants, and the pass-
age of a model license law is the
propaganda launched in Peoria today
at a meeting of distillers. erewers, re-
tail and wholesale liquor dealers.
The movement is to bee.mne broad-
cast, and is eared to combat the
save of prohibition sentiment.
T. M. Gilmore and George R. Wash
burn. representatives of the distil-
lery interests of Louisvele. Ky., at-
tended the meeting, and urged the
opening of a campaign for the ac-
ceptance of the mojed license law,
drafted by Mr. Gilmore, bye w... 4ieh
the promoters hope to divorce the
saloon from politics.
The plan Is a national one, and
the scheme sprung in Peoria today
will be explained in all parts of the
United States.
Thanksgiving Donations.
The following were unintentionally
omitted from the Thanksgiving liet
of donations 'Int to the Home of the
Friendless: First Presbyterian church
barrel of flour, -Mrs. Lederer litH4
room In the Wastriegton school visit
on Thanksgiving day 'with generous
donatiens.
('rippled Beggar Kent Away.
William Stricken a one-legged beg-
gar. who got his scalp cut In a flat
and WAR sent to the city hospital a
month ago, has recovered and was
sent to his sister's home at Colum-
bus. Ky., by Jap Toner. agent for the
Charity club, acting for Mayor Yelser.
'
"V'hee nes met
WANT ADS.
Subscribers inserting want ads ha
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for
when the ad Is inserted, the rule age'
plying to every one without exec,.
tema.
T1IJLE1  IWUM. lisasaior [Mete--
103u Monroe. F. M. Fisher.
FOR ALL kinds ofgrate and chim-
ney repairing and steamboat furnace
work ring old phone 832.
-FOR --ititSfr=-Three-room house.
433 Adams street. Apply to Z)3
North Seventh. Phone 1325.
HIGH GRADE: Pianos at cut prices
and easy payments for Xmas pre,-
eats, 311 Broadway. Phone 573-R.
V. H. Thomas, Manager
klITCHKLLS for high-grade
way. !deuce with eight rooms and all
OR RENT-Two-story brick cm-FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. r
cies, 326-328 South Third street. 
modern conveniences, 80; Madison
FOR beetles eud stovewood ring 
street Apply to Mrs. A. S. Dabney.
437 F. Levin. FOUND--An old imperial bicycle;
owner can receive same by calling at
713 Ohio street and identifying it
and peeing for this ad.
FOR DR a wutMi, old -phone
2261.
FOR SALE-Roll top deck with
chair. Apply at this office. FOR SALE OR RENT--e2 acre
farm one mile from union depot.
W ANTED-Table boarders; 212 
South Fourth. 
Good house and mineral well. Phone
1627, ring 5. '
barness. Tully Livery Co. 
--WAND--By the Charity club-.
FOR SAL})-One top wagon and TE
A one-horse wagon to use for two or
FOR SALE--Clanarineees vale. 32.1,kikree weeks. Apply -to Jop Toner,
South Third street. 307 Kentucky avenue.
FOR SALE-Pony. $30, for quick FOR 8ALE-Fite-4i- residence lot
sale. 1640 (May. in Paducah, 84% foot front. on Jef-
sh-oV•t'Agleu'Tn.
_     
neImitn i Serson near Ninth. street. A. 3.
Decker. Phone 210.er);-ddiress0 "Zug, ecaLre Sett
FOR RENT-Four room cottage CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED--
Sixth and Boyd. $9 per month. Ap. In your locality to -represent us. Ex.
ply next door. • !Perience uncermisary ; $68 per month
---kOR RENT-Furnished room, all and expenses. Write for particulars.
modern conveniences. Apply 615 Monroe Cigar Co., Toledo, 0.
North Fourth street. Old phone 1498. - LOST- --Diamond set out of ring
J. E. MORGAN horse shoeing.
- - Tuesday between 321 North Eighth
general repairing, rubber tire*, 448 
and 1445 Broadway. Finder return
South Third. 
to 321 North Eighth and receive ris
 'ward,
FOR RENT-The seven room, one 
rtory frame cottage at, 333 North
Seventh. Apply to Dr. J. G. Snooks.
WANTED-To rent house orcot-
tage by permanent tenant. Address i
-P. G. M., care Bun.
NICE FURNISHED MOIR with all
modern con Ven,feners. Gentleman
preferred. Inquire 713 Kentucky Ave.
WANTED--TO do sewingIn your
borne; work guaranteed. Address.
A, care The Sun.
FOR RENT-Four room,- and-bath,
steam heated apartment In he Core-
ran Apartments. See W. ElCochran.
FOR RENT-A write of furnishee
rooms to gentlemen. Over ivereon &
Wallace's drug ',tore. Seventh and
Washington streets.
--MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM fei
chapped and rough skin, mate by
Mrs. Hawkins, is for sale at Stutz's
candy store.
MEN-Our catalogue explains how
we teach -barber trade in few weeks.
Mailed tree: Moler Barber College.
St. Louis. Mo.
DON'T FORGET the .Hole-in-the.
Wail. 111 14 South Third sereel, for
chide-con-earner tamales anti sand-
whites of al kinds. •
FOE; RENT-One six-room cot-
tage. 602 North Seventh. All mod-
rn conveniences. Phone 254.
--TOR RENT-Four room-flat wIth
bath, front and back porches, ears
etc., upstairs, No. 1440 Broadway.
L. D Sanders.
ONE 3 fo
sale. Sneed about six miles; an hour
20 feet long. Apply to Roy Hurt
118 Soutp Third.
FOR SALE-FIret class healing
tied cook mole& ' lifelberrye poista at
landmaries on government owneratip? phone 2950.
of Hinkleville, are visiting in the city. asked the politician. "I couldn't tell I LADIES-Our-eatalogUe. exteaitis
how we teach hairdressing, ovanictue*tether you !averred et or not."
-Weed out, from your payroll, the "Then the speech wag a II U Pe44114. ThRtt log, facial massage,- etc., in few
palterers, pomponers, hinderers and Is what I was trying to keel, People weeks. Mailed tree. Molar Co:lege,
marplote. , from finding out."-Washington Ear St- Louie, Ea.
hrt4H4,,s lexesen 4-5,11;p•
Mr. W. L. Middleton and 'brother, OD or
_
FARM FOR SALE cheap. 22 a&-es
of land on the southeast side of
where the N.. C. & 9t. L. ft R.. cross-
es Island creek, will be sold to party
making best offer for same. See
Magistrate John Thompson or Joh.
J. Blelch. 119 South Fourth street
CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
ly d_ooe. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. Ott.
trial ts all I ask. James Duffy, Soati
Ninth street. near Broadway. Phona
338-a.
-FORTUNE TELLING-Zereda Ro.
mend& advises eon-rectly regardtag
all affairs of life. Causes speedy msr.
riage, unites the separnted. locates
absent ones, Tells everything, asks
nothing. Has no equal. Practiced.
trustworthy business methods. Ladles
25 cents; gentlemen 50 cents. Open
evenings until 9 o'clock. Camp light-
ed by elf-dee-1y. Located at end of
Railandtown .car line. Hours; Daily
and. Sunday 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
City Tax Lists Beady.
The city tee Bets have been ttrrned
over to the city auditor by Deputy
Assessor Dick Holland and his assist-
ant. Henry Enders. The auditor will
keep the bodke until the first Monday
In January, when they will be turned
over to the board of tax supervisors
for the city. The lists will not be
footed up and totaled until after the
hoard of supervisors finally melees on
the valuation.
leaturdayel
25 doz. all wool skating rink Tams.
50 and 75c quality, for 26c.
B. WEILLE & SON.
FOR RENT...
Farm 7,6 acres,e3 -miles from city,
-trorraor-arre-trzrt-'17rttlatartgr- -
12.0 per year T. E. LYDON.
3'09 Broaderey. v,
Con W. D. Ray. of Morgantield. S
Union veteran of that city, is in Pa-
ducah today.
e
44,
GAVE- WHISKY
fltflKLROD 4111.:NIKS CHARGE OF
BOOTLEGGING.
Appeals From Police Court Fine of
*kW—Statement of Lewis,
Allen.
Bud Eared yesterday flled an aw
ppeal from the decision of Judge
Croat, of-the police court, fining him
$50 for .selling *balky without a
license. Elrod claims that he did
not sell the whisky but gave a pint
to Lewis Allen, a steamboat. cook.
Allen made affidavit before Judge
Crow shortly after the sale was
made that he bought and paid for
the whisky, but on trial of the caste'
said that Elrod gave him the
whisky. .
FULTON.
loaned By Robbers.
A telegram received here today
announced that J. W. Chambers, of
Adairvitle, Ky., -father of Mr/. W., E.
Si ilIMODO, of thcrcity, says the Ful-
ton Leader, % was seriously injured
lest , night by robbers Who attempted
to kill 'and rob Mtn on his arrivai
home from his store. Mr. Chambers
Is a wealthy and promnent merchant
of Adairv)Ittoand It has been Me cue-
urn to tarry ha; returns from the
day's sales home kith him each night
Floe-leaving his piece of busaless
last taight. as usual. be placed his
books and money in a basket and
started for home. Reaching the stable
at his own yard some unknown per-
son, supposed. to have been concealed
Inside the barn, stepped forward and
struck the old .gentlemen several
blows with a ham{ weapon upon his
hoad and .face. He also received
several cuts about. the head and face.
Bold Robbery.
 L. -fitriamear arrntrortfe. -ot-fassettow
r_111.1:LI Pt t ,,
TISK TN'O IN% laitillLhal.
- Cud Liver Oil and Iron.
Cod liver 'Oft and iron in- some
form or other arc prcoaibed by phy-
sicians (he world oleo more, than
any otaer two -remedies the world
has ever known, for anemia or poor
blood, weeks's*, convalescence, and
all wasting and pulmonary diseases.
Iron. because it is the basis of the
blood and without a sufficient amount
the blood is impoverished, watery,
*ale and impure.
Ccia Liver Oil, beeatnie it contains
curative and reconstructive qr./Cities
greater than that possessed by any
other one medic:Mal agent.
In Vinpl, modern science has
given to the World a combination of
these two world-famed totrics--Cod
LIy Oil and Iron, but shorn of all
usetess oil or disagreeable features.
Vinol is made by a scientific, ex-
tractive and concentrating process
from fresh cods, livers, combining
with peptonate-of-iron all the medi-
cinal, healing, body building ele-
ments cif cod liver oil, but no oil.
As a body-builder sod strength
creator for old people, delicate chit-
'Irene weak, run-down/persons, after
sickeess, and for Chronic coughs,
Colds, Bronchitis, and all throat and
lung troubles. Vino! is unexeelled.
We ask Paducah, Ky., people to
give Vinoioa trial. It won't coat
anything unless, it .gives satisfaction
W. U. Ife'Phorson, Paducah, Ky.
.nzion, came to Fulton about two
!weeks ago and secured living apart-
ments at the New Century hotel, on
upper Lake street. WhIle'Mr.
'aro a:'s .it work last night Ma wife
I went to the nuoviag picture show.
She was gone about ten minutes and
Ion returning to her room, discovered
that some one had entered and robbed
SAVED .1T ST.
WINNIFRED HOSPITAL.
(San Francisco Bulletin.)
The phynicians in Honolulu could
nothing for U. S. Deeuty Meranal
'Asters and he gave them up in de-
, 'eat:- and cane ta San Francisco to
tap 'f tl.ere was any physician here
elia could cure an extreme case of
ron.ix Bright's Disease. He had
Lad two uoienaic convulsions, was
almost burgling with dropsy, and.
after fightimig the disease for two
years, was at the end of ('be way. The
first physician he coesalted is this
toal him that chronic Nephritis
is now a curable daseatse and that he
would 'probably recover. He sent the
patient to Ore St. Winnifred hospital,
put him on the new treatment for
Briglit'e Disease, and proceeded te
aid It in many ways that the Wailed
practitioner understands. Iu (our
months Winters went back to the
Islands perfectly well.—San Francisco
Bulletin.
We !sent for the treatment given
the patient referred to lathe St. Win-
aifred hospital with Buell remarkable
results and have it in stock for pa-
t Jetts here. Both Brigh t's Disease
and Diabetes are no* curable. Oall
and let us tellayou all about it..—W.
non. Paducah, Ky.
$2.70
Worth of San itol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
We would -be glad to
have you calf at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.
S. II. WIN STEAD
•'
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LIFE SENTI
Ghee murderer of Policeman in Ham-
mond, lad., a Year-Ago.
••=•=11=0
!foods in ieeteruber said made two
att..mias at eacape from jail while
aw•thica trial bore.
iturdered Wife; Killed Himself.
Chicago. Dec. 6.--Guy Van Teasel! Otrfulk, Neb., Dec. 6. —Vaidy B.
was convicted of the murder of PooNethaway shot his wife on a Union
tarman Luke Fitzpatrick ant was Pacific passenger train and then leap-
senate:seed to life imprisonment by the ling off the train "'Welded in a nearby
Stir; In the criminal court here list groin elevator. His wife was seeking
light. !a divorce and the cape wag to here
Fitzpatrick was killed November costae up at Madison tonight_
ato (aon. while attempting to ;,rreet thy were bound. Nethaway board-
Van Tassell and Cherie!! Hanson for ed the train after it bad !started to
burglary at Hammond, Ind. Another move. armed Vail a shotgun and re-
imilcensaa shot and wounded Hanson %olver. He told the .patasengers his
as the men ran past him but Van wife must die:leveling the shot gan:
-Taeeliescaped fat lier and ftrad -Mere. Tttf- MOM
Hanson was !sentenced to life IM- wee barely alive late lest eight. Be-.
prisonroent and the day he was takeolfore suk•iding he telenhoned hts
to the peolteetiary enough dynamite mother and Auld her what he had
was found In his ce:: to destroy the done and asked tast his daughter be
entire jail. It had been suppli-al to treated kindly.
aeconaptices and was to bare beenl
stied In an attempt to escape. Hungry teen a-e sealoin troub:ed
Van Tassel) was aerated In ()all- with fed geestion.
•
FIEADRI;-:r7:7771T
Th:re kre no c -edit vices on our clothing.
They are table-mad,, hand tailored and Union Made.
Men's Suits and Overcoats
$7.00 TO $18.00
Our Shoe and Furnishing lines are comprete.
We have a very attractive line Of Men's Suits at
$350 to $6 50.
300 unredeern'td pledges in Overcoats, worth
$6.50 to $10.00, now being closed out at $3.50.
B. MICHAEL, PROPRIETOR
211 BROADWAY
Roller Skates
We have just received
a large stock of Rich-
ardson b a 1 1 bearing
with aluminumi wheels,
Union Hdw. Company
ball bearing with steel
roller.
L. W. IIENNEBERGER CO.
INCORPORATED
"The Houtibe of Quality"
422-4!4 BROADWAY BO1H PHONES 116
10004-41o.don
•
4
her husband's trunk of about 100
rare coins, the value of which could
hardly be. estimated. Among the
coins was a pony dated\ 1703. A
duplicate of the 1703 penny Was sold
in New York a few days ago for $700.
Honer Burned.
Jesse L. Oopelatal, waft lives one
mile northwest ()Clown, had the mis-
fortune to lose his house by lire.
MT. and Mrs. Copeland were away
from home, but Clovis Copeland an
three other young men were there.
Two ofithem started home about 10
o'clock, and when they got out of the
home they diseovered that the root
of the 'house was on fire. .1
witch headway that it was
to put It out. They went to eork
anti waved part of the honseholc
anode. The loss falle heavily on Mr.
roPolandt, as he Is a mar man, and
4sstertatee poiief had expired a
short time before the fire. His neigh-
bors and friends sympathize very
much with 'him and will asaist, bin,
in a entratantia: was to help him in
building another house
INCINERATOR
WILL RI';1i1CPLAINED III' THE
Plant Can Be Instolled for $8,0e0
and City Can Realize Bront
of $4,000.
•
•
Chairman Al Foreman, of the
special committee of the council. *P-
ilo:flied to Investigate the matter of
the city buying a garbage ineinera-
itor, has written the firm making, a
specialty of the plants to send a
man, here to confer with the com-
mittee. The arra claims that the
plant can be Metalled for $6.440 and
that the city can ;pante a profit of
54.000 a year from the products
that are made froth the garbage.
0011610Se00.0001106090011.10116
"
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BENTON.
1, .
The condition of Charles W. Lies,
who was so badly injured two weeks
ago In a runaway, is not at a:I ,satis-
factory. The injury was on the back
part of the head and Chore seems to
be some trouble with the brain at
times. It it possible that au opera
Con will be performed to try to re-
lieve him.
Torn Liles Out on Bond.
Tom Liles, the young man who
shot J. B. B.iooks last summer, and
who is under Indictment for that
offense, was arrested in BardweTI last
week and - Sheriff Fdy was notified of
the arrest. Deputy *Sheriff W. it
Fields went after him and got back
Sunday morning. By agreement with
the commonwealth's attorney, John
G. Lovett, his bond was fixed at $250,
wh,ch he executed, depositing that
much cash to Olden:inlay his bonds-
man. .It is also understood that the
ease will be comprqpised by him
payin,g a fine of $250.-13enton
Tribune-Democrat.
reei4240404144442.0.414**..14:74.:-.7-"...:V.
MAYFIELD.
ta(Wore.itiaDroaelesiaislato
Infant Dies.
An infant child of John Dill, liv-
ing north ,of 'Mayfield, died Thurs-
day morning. The burial took place
at Mt. Zion church.
Robert H. Samuels, who was for-
merly engaged in the dairy business
south of Mayfield, died Wednesday
morning In Memptits as a result of
Injuries s.ustalned in a street cat
collision last Fri?lay.
Marion Reed and 'Miss Maggie Bo-
hannon were Married its the cloco t.
court aura.. Z.1=0w allepotat
&caw by Judos( Ed Crosilambhafor.
a room full of people. Reed was on
somme 
° DON'T MISS OUR
Holiday
Display
COME and see how satisfactory Christmasshopping can be made—how well we
can fill your wants, and how far we can make
your money • go. Our stock "contains the
latest creations in Silver Novelties from 25c to
the -highest priced ones. Puff Boxes with
silver tops, Silver Shaving Mugs, the newest
things in Jewel Boxes, old brass and copper
finish. PRICE? Well, you, must see them
to find how cheap they are. Besides we have
some beautiful Sterling Silver Toile Sets that
will sur'prise you. Come and inspect them.
It is a pleasure to show you throagh.
•
•
•
J. L. WANNER.
Jeweler.
during the preseut term -of circuit(
court sentenced to ten yews in. diet
penitentiary on an ugly charge pre-
fetred by his new wife, who. was then!
under 16 years of age.—Maylield
Messenger.
WILL BUN FOR OfINGItFaSS.
•
Prof. James lieltFuessa seeks Next
Nomination in the Third District.
James H. Fuqua, who retires with the
Frankfort, Ky.. Dec. '6—Prof.
Democratic administration as super-
intendent of publi, Metre:elms, will
he a candidate for congrest( in the
Third district next year In opposition
to Dr. A. D. James, the Ilenublican
Incumbent, who, it is believed, will
be renominated. Prof. Fuqua is
from Logan county, where he was en-
gaged in educational work for forty
years.
•
III'LLITT FOR SENATE.
Is Regarded as a Possibility .1moug
Kentuckians in Washington.
Washington, Dec. 6.—A boom for
for Willam Marshall Buttitt for
caucus nominee far United States
senator was the talk iiinong the ken-
tuckians here today. Nearly all the
Keraticklane here speak of him as a
Moly pose.biley.
Mr. Buliitt. lunched with the Presi-
dent today..
And one-baif.of the flattery ie flat.
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;sed in this
' paper are on sale at
McPherson's Drug Store
-- Fourth and Broadway.
Wirwmimam‘
F. H. NIEMAN
-314 Broadway
TRUNIGANO LEATHER GOODS STORE
We are displaying .a very
complete 'line of Trunks,
Grips, Snit Cases and all
kinds of Leather Goods and
our prices are most moderate.
You will find that hest values
and lowest prices are the poli-
cy of this concern,'
In our modern fig:tory we
will do all kinds of repyr
work and build to ,order
rues, t.'clp . '
1111111111111M111mmumossommar
311 Broadway
FOR RENT
Several, desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
'floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAMTRMAN NATIONAL-BANK
Foremaii Bros. Electric
InoorpD 11
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiling, electric pfants installed:
. -•
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N. Fourth St. Phonsa 757
PRONOUNCED CHARACTER
• of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet pro-
' duced by age.
Early Times
And
Jack- Beam 
Nine Summers Old
The governmont stamp will so indi-
cate on every bottle.
I
IT
•
te,
•
•
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•,. GREW MISS CARROLL'S HAIR
AND WE CAN
PROVE IT
Beautiful Hair At Small Cost.
WITHIN the last decade great and rapiAtrides have been made inMateria Mediae Many diseases that were considered incurable
fifteen years ago are two cured in a few days, and in many cases prevented
altogether. The scientists of late years have been delving for the. eau*,
the foundation, the reason and the starting point of disease, fully realizing
that the actual and true use must be ascertained before the remedy can
be located. Hair troubles, like many other diseases, have been wrongly
diagnosed and altogether misunderstood. The hair itself is not the thing
to be treated, for the reason that it is simply a product of the scalp, and
wholly dependent upon its action. The scalp is the very soil in which
the hair is produced, nurtured'and grown, and it alone should receive the
attention if results are to be expected. It would do no earthly good to
treat the stein of a plant with a view of making it groweind become more
beautiful—the soil in which the plant grows must be attended to. There-
fore, the scalp in which the hair grows must receive the attentiatt if you
are to expect It to grow and become more beautiful.
• reoss of hair is caused by the scalp drying up, or losing
• ‘se..!upply of moisture Of nutriment, and when baldness
occurs the scalp has simply lost all of its nourishment,
leaving nothing for the hair to feed upon (a plant or even
• tree would die under similar conditions).
The natural sad logical thing to do in either case is, •••.- '
feed and replenish the soil or scalp eja the case may be,
and your crop will grow and multiply as nature intended
it should.
Dr. Knowlton's DANDER1NE .
is the only remedy for the hair ever discovered that is Dientical
with the natural hair foods or liquids of the scalp. It fvels and
ncnrishes the hair and does all the work originally carried on by
the natural' nutrients or life-giving juices generated by4the scalp
itself. It penetrates the poreseef the scalp quickly end the hair
soon shows the -effects of its wonderfully exhilarating and life-
prOducing qualities. •
One twenty-five-cent bbttle is, enough to convince you of its great
worth as a hair growing and hair beautifying remedy —try it and See
for yourself. Now on sale at every drug and toilet store in the
Three sizes, aee, eoe and $t.00.
•
\
V.
MISS J. CARROLL
2307 lewirag Ave., CIstcalgo
FREE tor, Knowlton sianderin• Co., Chicago, with their name and addre.s .a •
?GI @bow bow Osailetelem arts tr., by reBwe,ir e wi ll wad • large *a mp ly 
I 1 L
,stisement
iestase•
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Nee:110'S PIt.t1-10.1t.
Huutingdon, Tenn., Dec. 6.--A
&nit dremarkable proof of the edits-
law of pewee has just come to light
In this • lay. In dlitaringe a trevere
tortia‘iJ which 9patiedt over-Hunting-
don, in which the depot Was &tool-
!shed, the opera-house and' unive_rtif-
IT' &Imaged ond other ruin WIN:Melt
here, the colored wpml building in
the northern 'part of the city was
among the tn ,the peels, ot.
the otorm The frame building ce:.
reened on one Ade, settling at least
two feet off of its foundations. The
school was. then, and ill yet, taught
by Rev. James Edwards, colored
pastor of the Presbyterian church
here. An effort was Made at the
Sims by Rev. Edwards to have the
school' board repair the unsafe build-
ing *without avaU. Since fhat time
school has been continued each year
in the llbuse by Rev. Stewards,.
. Recently the parson went to Poet-
!master A. M. Lee, a member of ithe
board, for relief, and was told to
have tilt building put in plumb and
• ho board would pay 'for. the wort;
Now comes/ the strange part of the
story. Rev. Edwards went home that
night and offered up a fervent prayer
to the Lord to send, a wind that
would restore the build,ng to les fer-
nier wagon. He wan a .flesa believer
in prayer and bad the utmost faith in
his appeal being answered—more so
by the Lord than by the procrestinat-
tug sebool board.
The next day (vhile the devout
parisont was seated in ' the wobbly
school .guilding heasang the•clues of
icaaninnies, there arose a wind—
gentle at first-, but gradually inereas-
leg in s'erlume until the ehildren be-
gan ro exhibit signs of restlessness.
Their fears were quieted by the teach-
er. and suddenly dlten the wind was
• t its height the building gave a %rah
and settled back into the original po-
sition It had oocupled twelve gears-
ago. The parsou's brayer had been
answered. Rev, Edwards quicklgwn
outside, and securing a piece of tim•
Ike peolsPed the house secturely until
f
It could be more firmly ropaired.
The trdth of this occurrence is be.
yond question, as the faets are well
known to many citizens of reliability.
who were agare of the former condi-
tion o(' the sehool bulkling and who
since the remarkable answer of pray-
er was demonstrated. have visited the
scene and pbserved its present plumb
condition. Rev. Edwards Is a colored
man of irreproachable character and
stands high with the white. popula-
tion.
AD ellS T1) GO TO TELLURIDE.
Governor of 11.1alto Will Turn lien
4faer to Celonitlo Authorities.
doise, Idaho, Dec. 6.—Governor
Gooding tetias granted a requisition
for Steve Adams, wanted at /tellu-
ride, Col., for the murder of Arthur
Adame wate,..reeentiy tried
at Rathdrune Idaho,. for the murder
of Fred Tylej, the jury disagreeing
It is understood he will be brought to
noise and kept until after the Petti-
bone trial, when he will be turned
over to the Coloentio trwellositlea.
•
Get Rich-Quick
Wallingford said: .
"It always helps some to remember that in this big
United States people haVe been saving up money
for years; just waiting for me to come and get. it."
Which led to this reflection:
•
"I've never taken a fall out of the insu'rance 'game,
and it sounds good. Ten cents seems like a piker
game, but when we'ye. got 250,000 members, that
trifling ante amounts to $25,-000a inspdath.r
The cOncluSion is alive-wire story of credulous savers
and an unscrupulous spender; it is the second story
in MR.' GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER'S
Get-Richick series; it is called
Profitable Benevotence
and it „appears in the Christmas Numher of
•
THE S'eRVIRDRY
EVENING POST
52 pages, of all newsdealers, at five cent* the copy;
1. so -t-he year7117m—iii.------- .7--
The Curtis Publishing Company„Philacielphia, Penna.
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ELECTROCUTION
IS VIVO/IND'RI (NWNTY JAIL-
ERS' ASSOCIATION.
Howard to Jail Prisoners for Good
Behavior and Other Reform '
Measures.
Frankfort, ICS., Dec. t; --Ai a meet
lug of the executive committee of the
County Jailers' Association of Ken-
tucky, a constitution and by-laws'
were adopted by which the *geode-
eon shall be governed. and steps
taken to get two important measures
through the next legislature looking
toward tee betterment and advance-
ment of court*: bastlies and inmates
thereof.
One of the rues:tires which will be
introduced in the next legislature
will be known as the -1311ansb'. bill.
making it a law to have all crimin-
als sentesced to eath to be electro-
cuted, in the 14Tite penitentiary' and
to do away w hangings in the yard
ot the various county eels of the
state. This plan was suggested by
Mr. Pflanz when the organization
wee first formed several months ago,
and it met with the approval of ev-
ery member, and a movement was
immediately set on foot to have such
a bill drafted and introduced in the
legislature.
The regislature will also be asked
to come to the relief of ,the Jailers
of Kentucky by passing a law paying
them for the' keep and eare of the
courthouses throughout the vette. As
teseeaw now stands the jailer Is ably
the custodian of the courthouse in
hie county and is held rem:ono-Me
eor it by law, but there 3 no provis-
ion entitling him to any fee for his
labor or the neceseary expense to
e.hlthht is put In earing for the
building. 
it is also the of the as-
sociation to have a eel paeseei to
sheeten the time of jail prisoners for
itooti behavior, &-4s. ewe deneeitt
Penitentiaries.
THAT'S IT:
Cough yourself Inter a fit or spasms
awl then wonder why you don't get
well If you will only try a bottle of
Itallardin linrvhoand syrur your cough
lie a t!.,ig f the past. It la a
positive • ur.. far (*.otitis. Influenza,
Bronchitis and all P.Cuionary dl 
lie,• bottle W4.11 (.13t1$ you—at your
droggist. 25c. Sec, 81 O., gold by J. H.
oehlsehlitegisr. Lang and C. 0.
Ripley
JONES IS GAME
N TEN DS* THAT STATION BEAR-
!NG HIS NAME SMALL ItESIAIN•
Erects Two Signs on Either Side of
I C. Placart.b. That Head
Highland.
ALL DENY
ALLIEGED NIGHT HIHEILS TELL
OF THEllt WHEAEABOI"IS.
Clarksville Plant lied Scraping Case
Goes; to Jury After Hard
Fought Trial.
•
Clarksville., Ten., Dec. -
dense was concluded in the night-
riding cages against D. G. NV. Hoe-
ing., George Sanders and James
Cross. _charged with scraping the
plant beds eif NV. E., , Wall, at Fre-
donia.
At the afternoon session of court
the argument WRS begun. The Tirsa
witneas was James Cross, one of
the defendants, who denied heir:
yulity ,of the charge, and teem deniee
having written annonymous letters.
The night the beds were scraped he
said he had attended the large at
Fredonia. and with the other two
defendants had parted at his gate.
alias %Irian Sanders testified to her
father's early return front the lodge
on the night the plant beds of NVall
were scraped. T1to witnesses testi-
fied that Mrs. Donigan, the state's
mote important witness, was very
nervous, and at times not reePolitn-
hie for her utterances,
A number of wenesees testified to
the good character-of Melt the prris-
eoutor in the case and the defeali-
ants.
.% Heal Wonderland.
South Ilakote. with its rich silver
mines, bonanza feruis, wide ranges
and strange natural formations, le a
veritable woneterland. At Mound
City, in the home of Nits. E. D. Clapp.
a worderful ease of haling has eite'y Itedly illteti Up.
occurred. Her sun seemed near death Ail elhael Breen. of Winterton. N.,
with lung and throat "ruable. "Ex_ Y., had a very remarkable taPerfenrc,
ha usttog coo gh' n g apt -lie oecurree lie bays: '"Doctors Rot badly railed;
every five minutes." writes Mrs. up over me: one said heart disease:
Clapp. "when I called it kidney trouble; thel
King's New Discovery, the greet four: h. blood peleon and the fifth
. ; u none
POSITIONS SEC U;A EDr Moen : ijtek
CONTI:A.0T given, hicked by :.1390 000 00 capital and 18 years' ere_ CESS
DRAUGHON'S BP.RsiAneCjcIo?legeAL5
(Incorporated.)
P.11WCAll, 312 -Broadway, ani Evansville and St. Leules
Bookkeeping, Ranking, Shorthand, Pehmanalop, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed--'
by buslueus men. Also L.101 by wail. Write, phone, or oall for catalogue.
30 College. In 17 8.tettess.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Hy.
NOTICE!
Copy for our next directory will go to the press today. Call 300
for changes and Additions. Our directory is the recognized city
directory of the well-to-do. You are socially and commercially
knit if your name does not appear. Special rater for list
subscribers.
ELT TENNESSEE TELEPHONE DIMPANY
4,I scurpoorial rail. I
, Wt,. I' c
cultivated almost every eear for a
quarter of a century. The tine e
course, was as beget as et.,
Dr. Grinotead was sent the lost tr a
ure, which he was delighted to e
ceiye and which he prizes very his
ly. Dr. Grinstead is a cousin of NI
James e'. Grinstead. mayor of Lou, ,.
rifle.
Uniontown, Ky., Dec: 6.—William
Jones. of Jones' Station. has torn
down the famous old sign at High-
land, "This is not Highland here;
this is Jones'," and ham erected two
neat signs " on either side of the Illi-
nois Central railroad, painted in neat
letters of the same style as the usual
railroad signs. "Jones' Stetion."
Highland is on the Illinois Central
railroad_ between Coreeln and Mor-
gatifield. The trouble between Jones
and the railroad began several years
ago, when the Illinois Central plant-
d squarely in front of Jones' hbuse,
that fronts the railroad, the sign
"Highland.' Jones owns the Land on
both sides of the road, and was in-
dignant.
"This has been Jones," he said,
"for sixty years. My father settled
here when a boy." -
He hired a painter and made the
first sign, being determined to out-
wit the railroad company, jute within
a few feet of the "Highland" sign.
"This is not Highland here; this is
Joneoes," the Joneses being intended
for Jones. Thousands of plersengerte
terve smiled and were puzzled over
this odd sign, and the railroad sent
down men to have it demolished, but
-s it, was planted on Jonas' land, Cher
, hought it best to let it alone.
Nine Hundred Appointed,
Washingtons Dec. 6.--More than
e/e appointments. were sent .to the
[tilted tSates senate by President
iioolevelt. Many of them were minor
appointments, such is to postoffires
and to low -rank in the army. Ir:-
eluded in the list waw the member.
ship of the new istbmian canal com-
mission.
- Consuls--Carl F. Dieelemann. at
Manzanillo. Mex.: Alfred J. Fiemkte,
Yarmouth, Neva Scotia; Clarence 0.
Miller, Matamoros, Mex.; treahrer,
Island of Porto Rico, Samuel D. Gro-
wer. •
Lieutenants in the Revenue Gutter
Service--Thomas H. 'Irwin, Green
City; George H. Allen, Oregon's; Eliz-
abeth Cornwall, Rolla: W. C. Hew-
er& Greengeld; George P. Huckeby,
itich Hill. •
The Other Fellow.
"What soil of a looking chap is
GlIssy7"
"Weil, if sirs& ever see two mem in
etltnr c.:JUld.--1111102A04 litart4L-
death, the other one ft Gtiatiy,'•__,
bonbon Opinion. '
Most of a man's friends are heti
Mende because of what they don't
lerlow about him
e and rem-
pletele cured him." Guaranteed for
eougrhs and colds ‘h-ot and lung
eoughs and cokes, throat and lung
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
RING LOA' j'HIRTY
EARS AGO, Ftll• N b.
•
Glasgow, Ky.. Dec. 6, —Thirfy
yeatil ago, lire. Nonlife Grinstead
wife of Dr. C. T. Grinetead, now of
Leicington,-. Ky., lost her wedding
ring at their home at Temple Hill, in
this county. 14 was a heavy IS-karat
ring, with the words "C. T. G. to
Nannfe" engrived inside, Persistent
search failed to discover the lost
treasure. This week Mr. II, K Wits
born found the ring a lot near the
Watch the
Label
Ridüah Kt;
is label is a"'
'guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
fiENRY MANIEN., JR
Mayor Eugene Schmitz pleaded not 
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
-mos' Binding.,
guilty to two charges of bribe-taking
this morning. The eases went ON (.r.
fer two weeks, . when the deies for
trial will be set. Tirey I,. Ford. gen-
If Y Read This 1 eral counsel of the United railroads,- on 
ft will be to learn that the leadlest medi-
cal writers and teachers of all the several
schools of practice recommend, in the
strongest terms possiblgeoch and every
Ingredient entering into the composition
of Dr. leeree's Golden Medical Discovery CAULD
fee the enre of weak- stomach. tirse Prestlik -lre rit• tonic Is White. Cream ,
IUKISW -
catarrh of stomach, r complaint,* two-, the cure dr wesmst and I '
torpid ever, or biliousnete. chronic bowel ,drenes diseases. It not only kill. ui
&fie,- , and all catarrhal diseases of weenie. but 'removes the mucous and '
slime In which they their • • • -whets. region, more or nature. ft is
also as, /Ic remedy for all such chronic Its action on the child la no
leaves him in a. healthy contiltH , Jor long sta ding cases of catarrhal teem-
was act/pitted late last night of the
charge of having bebed former feu-
pervetor Jennings Phillips to vote for ,
an overhead trolley franchise.
tiona and - their resultants, as bronchial,
throat and lung disease (except consump-
time accompanied with severe coughs. lt
Is nit so good for acute colds and coughs,
Nit ler lingering. or chronic cages it Is
esperTally caleacions in producing per
feet cure& It containS Black Cherry bruit,
Gold" Seal root, Bloolesot, Stone root,
Manarake root and Queen's root—all of
wheel are highly praised as rejnedies for
all the above mentioned a lee teins by such
sminent medical writers and teachers as
Prof. Bartholow, of efferion Med. Col-
lege; Prof. Hare
Pref. Piffle
nett Med.
Ring, M.
N. Scudde
Edwin el
Mod.
otbe
sch
..ervan=1.—
WO
cry e 
  $ ten pu theft.), o (s renew
• possible guaranty of its merits.
n a
A glance at this pill formula will
show that "G n (.'.old" Discovery•
contains no poisonous. harmful or habit-
forming drugs 3 na no :1- see-chemically
pure, triple-relined glycerine, being used
instead. Glycerine is entirely unobjec-
tionable and besidssi, a most useful agent
in the cure of all se se are a, well a, bron-
chial, throat and lune a:le...eons. There
Is the highest rsedicul teithority for its
use In all such cases. The' Discovery "is
a coaccntrated glyeeric extract of native,
medicinal mots and is sere andetellable.
A booklet of extracts from eminent,
medical authorities. endorsing its ingrie
dienta mailed free on requesL Addrelle
Dr. K. V. Pierce. Buffalo, 'N. y„
the Unit% of Pa.;
agwood, M. D., of Sen-
ior.. Chicago; Prof. John
of Cincinnati; Prole John
of Cincinniti; Prof.
. M. D., of Hahnemann
Chicago, and scores 'of
ly eminent in their several
riffnint • . • ripievsnei
ot.prea:editmiee. al taco *
Or e  .;Trilefa-
lir • ISSITIARE5 • • • .
I /Cherry JuiceCOUGH SYRUP
Relieves at once and cures
permanently all coughs and
affections of the bronchial
tubes,
Large Bettie 25c •
Money back if not satisfied.
'M .c NIERSON'.5
lYt9Y4- St
Sole agents Eastman's Kodaks
and Ilnyler'g candy.
of teem helped me: so toy wife ad-1
cited trying Electric Ilettear, which,
are restorere me to' perfect health.1
One bottle did %e more good tbas
a!: the five doctors 'vest-riles!
Guaranteed for blood eoleon, we:e
Less and all stommh, liver and h
Re)" complaints, by all druggists, 5
scumrrz N(rr
Former slayer of San Francisco
Fight Chnrges of Itrieery.
San fratieisco. Dec. tie— Form,
Daniel, surmac. Tenn.. says that h..
gave one of his children White's Cream!
VermItuge when the dortor thought
bad colic, and from the first dose
child passed 73 worms. Sold I.y J. .1
Oehlschlaeger. Lang Ilros. and C. U.
RIpleY.
W0e1AN ROBBED OF $10,000
WHILE IN SLEEPING CAR.
Richmond, Va.. Dec. 5. —Tun thou-
sand dollars' worth of jewelry is said
to have been stolen in a Pullman car
lase neretefrom a handbag belonging
to the wife of Dr. Edward Fribourg.
of Paris. The robbery was digeov-
ered when the passengers awoke in
the morning.
A Dangerous Deadlock
That sometimes terminates fatally Is
the stoppage of jiver and bowel tune-
tons. To qnlelt-ty- end this condition
without disagreeable sensations, Or,
King's New Life Pine should always
he your romedy." Guaranteed Ihreo
lately atibisfactory in erery, ease en
money back at all druggists. 25e,
crLHERSON l'H .t1 WI AN.
Texas Senator Likely to, Succeed Tom
Taggart.
Wa ehl melon , Dee. 6.e-- A boom
hereon is tipped as the Ilke!y sus
ceseor of Tom Taggart at the heel of
the Democratic flat tonal comnilttee.
,liere's Good Advice.
G. S. Woolevor. one of the best
knows merehants of beRaestrille. N
Y., says: "If you are over trotrbled
ith piles. apply Bueklen's Arnie&
Salve. It cured me of Ahem foregeod
20 years ago." Guaranteed for mores,
wounds, burns or abrasions. 2.-tc* at
all drugglets.
fete Snit Want .etle.—Rest results.'
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNC8
- Dr. King's
flett-Ikcovery
FORCgun avvonis L Tits a.m. Fret
AND AU. THROAT ASO LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATIRFACTOR
ORIKONEmosommunklguilLiminall17
Bask Work. Legal
and I.Ihrary P. ork a soecialty.
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
gn wener..1
he Tully Livery Company
.lsworewrat.a.)
i:uurl St. ini Kentucky be.
deACINIFFIEK7_,.:1A1101111.11111011111111111M11
R. L. McMurtrie
Nil Phone $ie.
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Funiitvre Stored and Packed
413 let!tt:son St
11181111111111MERIPIIIIIEDIREININE111111111111111se
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
turning. for thirty days.
Frankfort: Ky., —inaugura-
tion of Gov, Willson. Round
trip $S 60. °rickets to be sold
December.eth and 1 1th, good
returning until December le
•
—..ratInfo.rukation. 444
Broadway or Unipm Depot -1
. J. T. DONOVAN VD
AgliCity Ticket CflIce
R M. l'ItATIFER,
Azpnt Union D.mt
•
•
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sagreammeme, 
Specials for Saturday at the
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
206 Broadway.
Old Phone 1179 New Phone 1176
7 lbs. Sugar  43c
lb sack Palmer House •
Flour  78c
lb* Italian Macaroni,  26c
pkgs. Raisins  26c
pkgs. Currants  26c
1 M. Mixed Nuts  161et
3 tbs. Gusto Breakfast
Food  25c
2 pkgs. Macaroni  15c
3 cans Pumpkin  25c
3 cans Corn  210c
3 cans Hominy  2.0c
3 lbs. Chopped or Flake
Hominy  1,0c
1 pkg. Buckwheat Flour lOic
MADMAN
sttowrs .4,NI) KILLS A LAMM
LE.eleEll IN BOSTON. Governor Guru was In his offi
only a few feet away and rusting ow
assisted in subduing Stctee, tle
knelt by Cohen's side and t- ,
Boston, Dec. 6.-E4ward Cohen, quently directed the removal of e,
eresideut of the state Feder:stem of wounded ma, to a noapite.
Luber, died this morning from Cohen was ebot twice through tbe.
abounds trallfeted by Jetta A. s\teele. • heed and was In a critical conditi
lonetle, yesterday at the er•re brnIst• lave might. A third bu'eet *truce
Driscoll a glancing blow on the sid.
Boston, Dec. 6.-An insane man of the forehead and making a lore
walked into the ante-room of the ex- wound on the head, rendered him
*entire elm-inner -et -the. etate bettee-trneeeseessee-Me
&nd finding Governor Guild's door ness half an hour later. Weiler's
closed, turned on three prornMent- wound wl!I probabls, cause him lit,le
lehor leaders and fired three shots at ineonvenienee.
them, probably fatally wounding Ed- l • Several state officials said Stefee
ward Cohen, of Lynn, president of l was a well nown eharaoter-to the
the state branch of the American board of Insanity and tbat he had an
Federation of Labor, seriously "wend Illusion that he w a* not getting his
leg Dennis D. Driscoll. of Boston, .r.ights. for which he held the gov-
secretary of the same board, and in- ertior reeponeible.
juring with the muzzle of his revolver
Arthur Huddell, of Boston, former EQUITABLE SETT1.ENIENT
president of the Central Labor union • MEANS 613.000.600 GAIN
of this city. The insace man. who
1 pint Bulk Olives  26c
1 lb. Fancy Figs 30c, Il&c, 2.0c
.2 lbs. Esap. Peaches • 35c
1 lb. Salted Peanuts  210c
10 bars Laundry Soap   25c
1 lb. Layer italsius   15c
2 cans extra fancy Peas 45c
3 cans fancy 20e pears  54,1c.
1 lb. Citront  25c
1 lb. Pectins  1,5c
1 lb. Lemon. Peel  20c
1 lb. Oleo Butter 15c
1 tb. Cooking Figs  Ifec
1 lb. Creamery Oito Vic
1 MT' Esap. Apples  14e
lb. New Dates . 10 & 12%c
was John Steele, of Everett and who
was released on parole last mores
from the. Da.nvers intents asylum, w at<
overpowered by Priyate Secretary
Charles S. Greves and General J.
Whitney. chief of the state police.
Great Southern
Tea 1 Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805.
Specials for Sat.,
December 7th.
Sugar, 9 De- . 500c
Patent Flour, eat 76c
Straight Flour, Rick . 70e
Meal, Ito lb peck
3 tbs. Tomatees -
Can Peas ....... 1 It'
Thistle Peas 
Strawberries. dosen Z
1 can 3 lb Hominy  
Parena, package 
Potatoes, peck 
Cream Cheese, lb 
Brick Cheese tly cake   2
Merry Nicol Lye 
Itlbs. Soda Crackers 25.c
17, bars Soap 
Blueing. box  4c
Filueing, bottle  4e
_Santoes Coffee, lb   1.5c
Oil, gallon  12c
Pickles. bottle  12c
i New York, Dec. 6.-The eettlement
ehich James Hazen Hyde and other
embers of the old board Of direct-
s of the Equitable Life have po-
sed with the society means that, It
is carried througb, the resources of
at institution will be increased by
least $3,000,000, and the amount
ty be much greater. Not only has
.1 - Hyde consented to turn back inea
P treasury of the society almost
t ' 000.000, but-he has agreed to a
n by which the Equitable will he
.le to revoke the poet) leases he'd
the Hyde safe depseet companies
- space in the society's buildings In
-; city and Boston.
At least one high officer of the
estimates the revocation of
1 .,le lease of the Mercantile Safe lee-
!posit company alone to he worth $1.
^ -.0,000 to the seciety. Expertp er-
red by the directors' committee
mated that it would renrPe•nt
aetically $2.01.10.000 to the society
he rid of the lease.
The lease was drawn for eonaethinir
200 years and has 193 years yet
to run. Tbe Equitable a,ready hp
been obliged to turn dowu one offer
of $16,(1Q0,000 for the building and
site because of it. Some of the di-
rectors think that' 82.000.000 was teo
conservative an estimate. They-ea'
there is no possible way of estimat-
ing what the -rental of the space may
he worth in New York 100 years Iron.
now.
Englert & Bryant's
CPECIALS FOR SATUDAV
DECEIVIBER 7th I
Fancy Wine Sap Apple's
per peck 
Malaga Grapes, per lb .. 15c
Fancy Florida Oranges,
per dozen  20c
Pure Apple Cider, per
gallon 'YO."
Fancy Patent Flour, per
sack  75c
Shelled Almonds, per lb 40c
Seeded Raisins, per pkg. lie
Fancy Currants, per pg. 10c
Shelled English Walnuts,
per M.  70ic
Fancy Irish Potatoes, per
perk  • -  Pee
for,. •
Din Pieties, peregal,  36c
Fancy Dates, per lb. 101
Walnute, per peck  25c
_ Fancy Pecans, per lb. .. „ 25e
40c 7 bars Octagon, Son foriZ5e
Fret+ Country Meal.' per
peck  lee
Fancy 1,elnoe.s, per doz 15c
Prunes, per M.  I lec
New crop Fancy New Or-
leans Molasses, gal... 6,5c
Cream Cheese, per lb. .. 25c
Our Famous Golden Gate
Coffee and National Bis-
cuit, Co.'s Crackers anti
Cakes will be served
the ladies of the !evince-
Chnreh -Hartaini-nt
urdiy one of' the tirest
dinners, afternoon • tea
and supper ever served
In the city.
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First Vigorous Bid for Christmas Trade
Aseeppetpriateirift
$3.50 to $15.00
Neckwear
In tri'llay box • a
25c to $3.50
IN LITTLE MORE THAN TWO WEEKSfrom today the Christmas bells will be
ringing. This is the ideal buying time--near
•enough to the great Festival to make judicious
selections, yet far enough away from the final
rush to give one a chance to think twice before
saying "I'll take it."
Our great Christmas stocks are at their best
just now, and while this' excellent weather for
shopping continues an early call affords you
complete selections.
You have often heard women say that it is
so difficult- to 'Select gifts for men they really
want and appreciate: -Like everything else that
seems difficult, it is merely a question of know-
ing how. Men are practical creatures and
care little for the fanciful gifts that women enjoy. •Hence, make the present you
intend to give.your husband, father, brother or sweetheart something of a practical
nature. Below we make few happy suggestions along this line, with the price of
each ankle.
Shop, see the prices in other stores, then see us
r B OP0
Undoubtedly the Ideal Gift for Christmas...
A Roxboro Suit or OvercoAt
C LOT MI
Gloves
In holiday boxes
25c to $10
A useful gift
$3.50 to $15.00
Hosiery
In holiday boxes
25c to $2 50
in holiday boxes
50c to $6.00
in holiday boxes
50c to 15.00
seseoao
C LOT Pits
Silk and Linen Handkerchiefs Collar and Cuff Boxes and Bags
Initial or plain A much appreciated gift
25c to $1.50 $1.00 to $5.00
Canes and umbt ellas
Fur ladies and gentlemen
50c to $18
River Stages.
  17.5
Chat tan (Riga.  4.2
Cincinnati  12.6
Evarisvillee-miseing.
Florence-I:teasing.
Johnsonville  6.2
Louisville -  5.3
Mt. Carmel   2.7
Nashville 9.4
Pittsburg   5.4
St. Lonts  5.6
Mt. Vernon 10.7
Paducah  9.1
Fancy Vests
A pleasing gift
$1.50 to $10
For followers of fasinen
$6.00 to $7.50
1.0 fall
0.3 fall
0.6 fall
b.9
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
1.1
fall
fall
fa:1
-fall
fall
st'd
st'd
tall
The Lizzie B. Archibald, a tug be-
olgIng to the Illinois Central. was
aken on the ways this morning for
,epairs.
The Ehsetra got in last night with
I tow from Nashville. She will take
tow of. corn back to Nashville.
The John S. Hopkins got in last
night aed away this morning at A
','clock.
The Kentucky arelyed_last .night
Osier -aed -w
Ing with a tow of ties for the Aeer-
Lord Tie company from the Cumber-
land river.
The Saltillo went down the river
last night on her way to St, Louis.
The Chattanooga will be In Sunday.
from Chattanooga.
The, Jim Duffy had to have her
holler repaired so was unable to
leave xesterday but will get away to-
day for the Tennessee after ties.
The towboat Marlotawent to Cairo
this morning after *gee for the
Barrett line.
River stage 11.9, a fall of 1.1.
Official Forecatee,
The Ohio from Evatrevikle to Cairo
continue falling during the-next
several dere.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth will continue tailing dur-
ing the next tgh-daYe.
The Missreippi from below St.
Louis to Cairo, and the Wabash at
Mt. Carmel, will continue to fall eede
slowly during the next Sti hours.
Mike Waters, a mate ot the Jim
Daffy, epreined• his ankle and was
unable to go on the regular trip this
morning.
Railroad Note*.
It is stateclAhat ,the Union Pacific
' is441 "-es -reach
Military bruthes
Ebony or sterling silver
$1.00 to $20.00
Most aoceptable
$1 to $3.50 -
Weive°)
MENS 
BOYS NT 
ra7E.R.s
IIRDADMIY
ES TA 01.1.SHED 4868
Your Clothier for 80 Tears.
effective ninety days hence. This'
will practically close New England
territory to the agreement, and it Is
now for the connecting lines to de-
ternifee what policy they will adopt
when the new condition is esta.b-
Inted.
Death of :Methodist Minister.
Jackson, Tenn., Dec. 6.-The Rev.
T. G. Pettigrew died at the home of
his-mother in Montezuma of paraly-
sis, after a brief einem/. Deceased
was e useful and -popular minister
of the Memphis conference, and at
the recent session of the conference
at Humboldt he was transferred to
the Texas conference and was RP"-
pointed tp a charge there on the day
of his death. His wife and only
child had preceded him to Texas,
v here he was expected to Joie them,
when he was stricken with paralysis,
ehich quickly ended his life. He
svas 45 years old, and the news 011
his death will be received througb.:
out the bounds of the tonference
with profound regret., lie was a
nephew of the Rev, T. F. Sanders,
D. D., of this city, who was hastens
log to his bedside when the end came
ae.liour before big nrival..
a day to your +eon. advertising and
two Wang a day. to store "trifles" and
nomesaentials, ft will not- he long
until ;on begin to wonder why the
other Mpires seem to have all the
"luck."
for the Tennereee river tomorrow.
The Dick Fowler, which has been
trying to get away every. day for the
past week, will not Issvd till Mon-
day,
The Inverness arrived this moral
the Wyoming eoni tvroduetion by'next
tall 10,000 tons daily,
Folowing the lead of the New Hay
en. the Boston and Melee and 'Boston
and Albany have given note, of with-
drawal from the per diem agreement
4
1
Especially appropriate for travelers
$1.50 to $35
Underwear
A practical gift
50c to $10.00
Full Dress .Protectors
In holiday boxes
$1.00 to $6.00
 omens& 
Louis Clark's
SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY
December 7
bbl. Pansy Flour....82.95
bu. Meal  35c
3 lbs, of home grown
Pecan*?  4ec
2 lbs. Ft•A  25c
Citron, a pound  25c
3 lb. Dates  26c
2 lbs. large Prunes  25c
Lemon and Oraege Peet,
Per pound  20e
Smoked Salmon. lb  25c
Smoked Halibut, lb  25c
2 lbs. Ginger Snaps.. lee
10 rhs. Pure Hog Lard. .11.20
New Orleans Molasses, a
gallon  50c
5 lbs. Pure Hog Lard,. 60e
6 lbs. Navy Beans  25c
4 lbs. Lima Beans  25c
4 Ihe. Kidney Beans 25c
4 lbs.. Head Rice  25c
24 pound bag Ferndell
Flour 75c.
*hoot Pitta's's, dot...":
-
• 3 lbs. Ferridell• Cottee..
.4111.1111111111r41
3 3 pound cans 'Table
Peaches  56
3 cans Corn and 3' cans
Tomatoes  45r
2 thettles Ferndell Cat-
Sup  25c
% hu. Irieh Potatoes 35r
3 fancy Grupe Fruit  25e
Pony basket Grapes... 30-
5 lb. box L.Maeshmallow
Candy 
3 2 pound cane Table
Peaches 
3 cane Ferneell
4 mos Clipper Core 
2 2 lb. cans Ferndell
Pork and Beans..., 
3 cans Kidney Beane  25e
7 rolls Toilet Paptsr. •   25e
7 bare Swift Pride Soap 25,
Ferndell Rolled Oats, a
package 
2 cakes German. Sweet
Chocolate  15t
4 1 rb. ore: 45.•
Se rem eetonteeeesew_
- Powder  40c
75,:
40r
50e
25r
10t.
A4111011111111111Nogemmumo
Don't Forget-The Sun Does Job Work
